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TIGER BROTHERHOOD TAKES IN 11 NEW MEMBERS

5 FROM CLEMSON
Leaders from Clemson College
and the University of South Carolina met this past Sunday on the
Carolina campus to map plans for
the coming State Fair festivities.
Attending from Clemson were
David Banks, president of Blue
Key, Giles Lewis, vice-president
of Blue Key, Earl Morris and
John O. Lewis of the Clemson
Blue Key chapter and Bob Bradley, Editor of The Tiger.
Seven representatives from the
university met with the Clemson
delegation. They were Bob Sumwalt, president of the University
of South Carolina student body,
Jimmy McCallum, president of
Blue Key, Carroll Gilliam, Editor of The Gamecock, Jack Nettles, of Kappa Sigma Kaioa,
service and leadership fraternity,
Ed Cleckley of Blue Key. Al Cook,
of ODK, leadership and service
fraternity, and Sol Abrams of
Blue Key.
Many issues were taken up in
the four hour session. Lunch was
served in the university cafeteria
and then the group" retired to a
meeting room. Plans were made
for Wednesday night for the freshmen game, pre-game and half
time ceremonies for the varsity
game.
The Clemson-Car.olina freshmen will tee off on Wednesday in
Carolina • Stadium. Half time
ceremonies are being- arranged
by the Carolina delegation. A
danc . will be held immediately
afte the game in the Carolina
Field House. The dance will begin at 10:30 and end at one, with
no intermission. The charge will
be $1.00, couple or stag. Music
vrill be furnished by the Clemson
Brigadiers.
Arrangements will be made by
Carolina for Clemson men in
town that night who wish to have
dates. Clemson students desiring a place tp sleep on Wednesday will be able to do so.
The tea which was held for the
first time last year on Thursday
will be discontinued this year.
This was done so that students
could go to the game as soon as
they wish and also to permit the
Carolina •people involved, in the
planning to go to the game early.
It was understood that many of
them failed to get seats last year.
Pre-game ceremonies will be
handled by Carolina and the halftime by Clemson. Tentative plans
call for1 the following program:
At two o'clock, the presidents of
the Clemson and Carolina Blue
Key chapters will give the welcoming addresses. At five past
two, just as the two teams leave
the field after the warmups, the
Carolina band will enter from the
north end of the field and march
down the length of the field, turn
around and stop. The Carolina
Naval R. O. T. C. unit will then
raise the flag while the Carolina
band plays the National Anthem.
The half time ceremonies will
be devoted to the Clemson Senior
Platoon. At the beginning of the
half time, dignataries attending
the game, will change sides
afterwhich the platoon will enter
the field. They will proceed to
the Carolina side and stand at
present arms while the Carolina
band plays the university Alma
Mater. The platoon will then go
through their routine drill and
the half time festivities will end
with the -playing of the Clemson
Alma Mater.
This was the second meeting
of the two groups. The main
purpose is to better the relationship between the two schools
despite their gridiron rivalry.

Idea Conceived At Recent
Meeting Campus Leaders In
Columbia; Be Permanent
RULES ARE SET UP

Blue Key, national honorary leadership and service fraternity, recently tapped four members of the
student body and three honorary members into t >e organization. They are left to right, front row,
Dr. Howard L. Hunter, Mr. Tom Milford and Mr J. G. Lindsey. The four students are back row,
left to right, George Adams, Bill Moore, George Fant and David Parrish.

Clemson Ag Men Will Twenty Sears Roebuck Scholarships
Attend Texas Wee Are Available To Agriculture Frosh
Attending the Farm Mechanization meeting at Lubboch, Texas,
next week will be Dr. H. P.
Cooper, Dean of the School of
Agriculture and Director of the
South Carolina Experiment Station; G. B. Nutt, head of the Agricultural Engineering Department; M. R. Powers, Associate
Agricultural Engineer of the Edisto Experiment Station; V. K.
Quattlebaum, Assistant Agricultural Engineer of the Edisto Experiment Station; and W. B.
Rogers, Superintendent of the
Edisto Experiment Station.
Mr. Nutt will discuss the topic
''Progress and Problems in Mechanization of Cotton and Related Crops in the Southeast."
The first of these annual meetings was held last year at the
Delta Experiment Station in Mississippi. Sponsoring these meetings is the National Cotton Council at Memphis, Tenn.
These conferences are held for
the purpose of discussing the
mechanization of cotton and related crops. This organization
works in cooperation with the
Farm Equipment Institute, "manufacturers of farm machinery,
Land Grant Colleges and the U.
S. Department qi\ Agriculture.

Cot. Morris Better
Col. William S. Morris is slowly and steadily improving, according to Dr. Lee Milford, Clemson College physician.
Col. Morris has been sent to
the post hospital at Ft. Benning.
Georgia. According to the latest
report, he has been up and around
and may be back in another week.

Twenty Sears Roebuck Foundation scholarships, each worth
$100, will be awarded to first semester freshmen on the basis of 2
competitive examination to be held later this month, Dr. H. P.
Cooper, dean of the School Of Agriculture, said today. All freshmen majoring in any subject in the School of Agriculture are eligible
to take the exams. Dr. Cooper reported.
In order to discuss the details
of the Sears Scholarships, a meeting of all first semester freshmen
majoring in agricultural subjects
will be held in the auditorium of
Long Hall on Monday, Oct. 11 at
7:00 p. m. Faculty members are
urging all eligible freshmen to
take the exams. Each of the best
twenty papers will qualify for the 1 Courtship and courtship prob$100 scholarship awards.
Among the twenty recipients lems will be the subject of a
of Sears awards last year, the group study for single students
student having the highest grade at the Clemson Baptist Church
point ratio will receive an addi- the' weekend of October 15-16.
tional $200 scholarship for his
sophomore year. On this basis, Dr. Roger Crook, professor of
Dr. Cooper pointed out each year sociology at Limestone College,
one of the twenty scholarship will lead the study.
Clemson students of all denomwinners will eventually receive a
total of $300 toward his college inations may attend and take
part in the questioning and disexpenses.
Philip L. Benfield, agricultural cussion.
An effort will be made to meet
engineering junior from York,
last year was the winner of the some of the pre-marital problems
$200 sophomore Sears award for of college students by the application of Christian ideals and
outstanding scholastic work.
teachings.
The discussion will get under
way on October 15 at 7:00 p. m.;
Library Map Room
on October 16, at 2:00 p. m. and
Has Many New Maps 7:00 p. m.

Crook Will Lead
Baptist Discussion
On Courtship

Clemson's library map room
now has ready for use the following maps: Italy
1:50,000,
Great Britain 1:253.440, France
and Belgium 1:50,000, Norway
1:100,000, India 1:100,000, and
G. Ray Hanah, animal husbanothers.
The map room is open on week- dry junior of Columbia was electday mornings. All maps may cir- ed President of the Newman
Club, Catholic organization deculate.
signed to stimulate intellectual,
sqcial, and religious desires among
its members, at a meeting held
at the "Y" Wednesday night.
Other newly elected adminisand Blade. They also learn the trative officers for the coming
meaning of the organization's key, year included Jerry A. Ix, textile
the emblems, and insignia.
manufacturing junior of CharOfficers of the Scabbard and lottesville, Va., vice-president;
Blade are J. K. Addison, captain; Les P. Landgraf, civil engineering
W. D. Atkinson, first lieutenant; senior of Panama City, Fla., secand R. H. Holley, first sergeant. retary and treasurer; and Deci C.
The purpose of the Scabbard Barbot, electrical engineering
and Blade is to improve fellow- sophomore of Florence was named
ship of the officers in the organi- corresponding secretary.
zation and to work on plans for
All Catholic students who have
the betterment of the cadet corps. not joined the organization have
One such service is the music been invited to get in touch with
provided in the mess hall by Hanah or Landgraf for complete
records which the club obtained. information.

Scabbard and Blade Takes 9
By JIM WILLIAMSON
Nine new "fish" are undergoing
initiation into Clemson's chapter
of the Scabbard and Blade, national military organization.
They are J. H. Richliurs
cadet colonel of the regiment; D.
H. Parrish, regimental executive
officer; D. H. Banks, battalion
commander; P. R. Lunsford, battalion executive officer; W. C.
Herron, battalion executive officer; D. A. Barfield, regimental
public relations officer; R. E.

First Awarding Is
Planned For This
Year; (up Be Late

Hiller, company commander; G.
S. Pardue, company commander;
and G. W. Rauton, company commander.
The first day of the informal
initiation, the "fish" drill themselves everywhere they go. The
last day of the informal initiation
they wear their uniforms completely backwards.
There is one week of informal
initiation, followed by the formal
initiation, in which new members
learn the purpose of the Scabbard

Hanah Is Named
As Club Head

"Cnbs" recently accepted into the membership of Tiger Brotherhood, local honorary leadership
and' service fraternity, are, left to right, front row, Dan May, How^U Arthur, George Fant, and
Lewis Smith; back row, left to right, "Doc" Roberts, Phil Prince, John Richbourg, Bob Wiggins, and
George Mandanis.

lew Men Are Now

Play

Ivll Service Posts
Adams, Moore, Fant, Parrish
Elected To High Ranking
Service Fraternity
THREE HONORARIES
Blue Key, national leadership
fraternity, has taken in three
honorary members and four student members this week, who
were selected on the basis of their
outstanding leadership and service in college.
The three honorary members
are Dr. Howard L. Hunter, dean
of the School of Chemistry; Mr.
T. S. Milford, local printer; and
Mr. J. G. Lindsay, mess officer.
The student members are
George L. Adams, W. H. Moore,
G. Fant, D. R. Parrish.
The purpose of Blue Key is to
bring together all student clubs
on the campus, and to act as a
link between the students and
faculty.
D. R. Parish, regimental executive officer, is a member of Tau
Beta Pi, Alpha Chi Sigma, and
the Tiger Platoon. He started
work on the Tiger staff his sophomore year. This year is is circulation manager. He was selected a Distinguished Military
Student and was Best Drilled
Freshman his Rat year.
W. H. Moore was taken into
the Tiger Brotherhood his sophomore year. He was elected vice
president of his class both as a
freshman and as a sophomore,
and was elected • president of the
junior class. He was a member
of the Tiger staff two years, the
C. D. A. one year, and was 'picked Distinguished Military Student hfs third year. He was
Tiger Platoon leader, and has
been a member of Alpha Chi Psi
for three years.
G. L. Adams, for three years a
member of the "Y"> councils, is
in the Senior Platoon, the C. D.
A., and is a member of Sigma
Epsilon. He was a Distinguished
Military Student his third year,
and is also in the Calhoun Forensic Society.
G. C. Fant is a member of
Alpha Phi Omega, Sigma Tau
Epsilon, Calhoun Forensic Society,
Tau Kappa Alpha, and Phi Kappa
Phi. This is his third year as a
member of Alpha Phi Omega.

Johnston To Speak
Legion Banquet
Senator Olin D. Johnston will
be the speaker at a banquet, to be
held by Milledge Gordon Post No.
42 of the American Legion here
on November 11, according to
Mr. Frank Sharp, chairman of
the banquet committee.
The affair is held in honor c.f
those who gave their lives in
service. An outstanding living
veteran who has furthered himself largely by his own efforts
will also be honored.
All Clemson veterans may participate in the local organization
states Mr. "L. R. Booker, Post
Commander. He says further
that students who are members
of other posts are welcome and
may transfer their membership
here without ■ cost if they so desire.
The organization meets on the
first Monday of each month.
However, the November meeting
will be the. banquet mentioned
above.

An examination for willing
Engineer positions at the P-l
grade ($2,974 a year) in Washington, D. C, and vicinity, has
been announced by the U. S.
Civil Service Commission.
No written test is required of
competitors in the examination.
To qualify, they must (a) have
completed 4 years of college study
in professional engineering leading to a bachelor's degree, or (b)
have had 4 years of progressive
experience in technical engineering, or (c) have had any timeequivalent combination of such
education and experience.
Applications will be accepted
from students who expect to
complete their college courses
within 6 months of the date OJ.
filing applications. Age limito,
waived for 'persons entitled to
veteran preference, are from 18
to 35 y.ears, .
Interested persons may obtain
information and application forms
at most first- ' and second-clas*
post offices, from Civil Service
regional offices, or from the U.
S. Civil Service Commission,
Washington 25, D. C.
Applications should be sent to
the Commission's Washington' office. They will be accepted -until
further notice.

By BOB BRADLEY
Something new has been added! You have heard of the Little
Brown Jug, the Old Oaken Bucket
and the Brown Derby. These
are all symbols of big football
Victories over the country. But
have you heard of the Big "T"
Cup? This is the newest planned
addition of the Clemson-Carolina
Jootball game.
The idea of the Big "T" (Thursday) Cup was conceived last
Sunday at the meeting of campus
leaders from Clemson and the
University of South Carolina.
This was to stimulate some more
interest (if anymore is needed)
with the two schools. The group
felt that this would be an incentive for each team.
The Caroline group is now
working with a company in Columbia to draw up plans for the
trophy. It is hoped that the cup
will be ready soon after the tussle
this year.
A huge tea cup will be made
especially for this classic. The
team that wins the game each
year will be entitled to keep the
cup for a year, returning it to
Columbia twp weeks pjrior to
each game and be placed on display. In case of a tie game, the
team holding the cup at the time
will be entitled to keep it another year.
The cost of the cup will be paid
for by the sponsoring organizations of rthe two schools.

Arts And Sciences
Honor Fraternity
Taps Fifteen Men
Sigma Tau Epsilon, honor scholastic fraternity for the School of
Arts and Sciences, this week took
in fifteen new members. To be
considered for membership in this
organization a student must be
at least a junior in class standing
and must have a cumulative grade
point ratio of 5.00 or above. He
must be majoring in Arts and
Sciences, Pre-Medicine, or Industrial Physics.
The new members are J. C. Rivers, H. B. Arant, R. F. Collins,
J. D. Connor, H. F. Addickes,'C.
C. Corley, R. F. Rayle, T. D.
Donegan, A. M. Howard, W. G.
Goudelock, F. G. Mason, A. D.
Stalvey, L. H. Robinson, P. B.
Newton, and K. A. Gatlin.
A week of informal initiation
will be capped by a picnic tonight for old and new members at
Table Rock. Professor M. E.
Bradley, one of the club's faculty
advisors, is taking charge of the
cooking. The other . faculty advisors, who will also be on the
picnic and will help with the food,
are Dr. F. M. Kinard, Mr. K. N.
Vickery, and Professor John D.
Lane.

Reames Elected Library Head

By BOB RAYLE
J. Mitchell Reames, Clemson
College Reference Librarian, has
been elected president of the
South Carolina Library Association for the coming year. The
election took place during the annual meeting of the association,
which Was held this year at the
Ocean Forest Hotel in Myrtle
Beach on September 24-25. Last
year Mr. Reames was vice president of the association.
Other members of the Clemson
Library staff who attended the
meeting i are Miss Sidelle Ellis,
Miss Hargy 'Hartkcof, Miss Faye
Mitchell, and Mr. John Goodman.
Elected to succeed. Mr. Reames
as vice president was Miss Lila |
Grier, librarian at Dreher High
School in Columbia. Miss Winona Walker, librarian at Greenwood City and County Library,
was chosen secretary, and Miss
Theodora Woods, librarian at the
Darlington County Library, be- ders, librarian ii tne Charleston
came treasurer. Miss Emily San- Free Library, was ■ named the

State Library Association's representative to the Southeastern
Library Association' Executive
Board.
The meeting got -under way at
3:00 p. m. Friday, September 24
with a general session, welcome,
and an address, "A Layman Looks
At Libraries," by Dr. John R.
Morton of the University of Alabama.
At 8:00 p. m. there was a banquet and at 9:00 a demonstration
book discussion, using Thomas
Bailey's "The Man In The Street."
After a series of informal talks
and discussions Saturday morning, there was a business session
at which vthe new officer's were
elected.
Dr. Louis B. Wright, Director
of the Folger Shakespeare Library, Washington, D. C, gave an
address, "William Byrd of Westover; The First Southern Bibliophile," at the 12:30 p. m. luncheon. The meeting was adjourned
at 2:15 p. m.
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32 Rhodes Scholars

Students

OH-H-H, MY POOR ACHING BACK

Textile

Si

This is a typical scene around the Clenison campus after dinner each day. The boys of the Animal
Husbandry Club are shown "having it out" over near the Agriculture Building in a recent after
dinner meeting. It is hard to teil which are having the best time, the ones stooping over or the
ones holding the big sticks.

Technologist From
Brazil Visiting Here

AUTO SWITCH AVERT EIRE

laxie Collins Speaks
sapiisi inn
On Temperance

A special switch, designed to
prevent fire when a' motoi
Dr. Edmur S. Martinelli, Cotton hicle overturns, is available. It
Fiber Technologist, of the Agrono- automatically cuts off engine igmis Institute at. Campinas, Sao nition the moment a vehicle tips
Paulo, Brazil, is visiting Clemson to an angle of 45 degrees or more.
College this week to conduct a The manufacturer states that inRev. Maxie Collins, a native of
ten day inspection of the Labo- stallation requires but 2£) minutes
ratory methods in the Clemson and entails no rearrangements of South Carolina and Executive
College Textile School..
wiring.
Secretary of the South Carolina
Federated Forces for Temperance
and Law Enforcement will speak
on October 10th at 7:30 P. M. at
the Clemson College Baptist
A Complete General Merchandise Store
Church on the subject of Christian Citizenship. Rev. Collins is
YOUR NORGE DEALER
being brought here under the ausSENECA, S. C.
PHONE 630
pices of the American Association
of University Women and the
Community Churches.
Mr. Collins is a graduate of
Fu'rman University. Greenville 3.
Everything For the Automobile For Less
C. and the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville,
Davis Tires and Tubes—Bicycles' and Accessories, Radios
Ky. He is the author of many
Toys, Wizard Batteries
articles and publications. His
book on the Bible entitled "EveryOIL HEATERS
EASY WASHER
• Book" has been widely
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
read.
After havin ; served numerous
pastorates in South Carolina, Rev.
WESTERN AUTO STORE
Collins left the First Baptist
SOUTH CAROLINA
SENECA
Church of Batesburg to become
Executive Secretary of the Preparedness for Peace Commission.
In this position | he was able to
make a thorough study of the
organization and administration
of the State Government of South
Carolina.
With this Commission he was
also able to make a study of the
Tax Structure of South Carolina.
The Commission made its report
to the Government and. Members
of the .General Assembly in 1945.
At the' present time, Mr. ColClemson, S. C.
lins is the Executive Secretary of
the South Carolina Federated
Forces and is leading a League
-^ for Good Citizenship.
After his talk on Sunday night
at the Baptist Church there will
be a discussion period. The public is cordially invited to att*nd.
On Monday noon he will speak to
the high school studqpts o
Clemson-Calhouri School.

NIMMONS4 FIELD CO.

<J22^

BODIFORD'S UE4HEBS

n

SMART COLORS,

.COLLARS AND

CRAVATS

Arrow

Arrow Candy Stripes
$3.65

Solid
Color
("Aratones"
$3.65

Come in today and/see our new Arrow candy striped and
solid color shitits in/several collar siyles and colors.
AH have the/smooth-fitting Arrow collar, the Mitoga shapedto-fit body tand the Sanforized label\ guaranteeing less than
1% shrinkage.
Neat-knotting^Arrow ties $1 to $2.50.

LsMaster Attending
sry Congress
Professor J. P. LaMaster, head
of the Dairy Department, is atng the National Dairy Cattle
Congress in Waterloo, Iowa this
week.
This show is an annual event
['only known as the' Waterloo
Cattle Congress and is regarded
as one of the largest cattle shows
in America today. Hundreds of
the highest quality purebred
dairy cattle are shown at this
event. <
Professor LaMaster, during his'
trip, plans to visit the more
prominent dairy farms in the
states through which he will
travel and also to visit Purdue
University and Iowa State College.

FOR ARROW SHiRTSi

Dependency Status
For Pay Increase

Another Textile Show is now
in operation at Textile Hall in
Greenville, and will be at full
speed until Saturday night. Clemson textile students are fortunate
in being able to attend this show's
200-odd exhibits.
The seniors
visited on Tuesday, the juniors
yesterday, the sophomores today,
and the freshmen will go tomorrow.
This is the first show since the
end of the war. It is held in
Greenville's mammoth hall every
two years, .and features the latest
inventions, improvements, and additions to all classes of machines
and tools.
To go through the hall and
view every booth or display with
close detail would take a person
more than a day, and then even
longer to relate all that was seen.
in the writer's opinion, the show
his year is not as fascinating as
in years past. This visitor ha;
oeen going to shows since 1937.
vnd this was the first year thai
ho heavy machinery was not gonr; full force.
It is true that several looms
x high speed warper, and a couple
of spinning frames were scatterec
throughout the hall, but such bi;
corrfpanies as Saco-Lowell Shops
Whitin Machine Works, BarberColeman, Draper Corporation
and others did not have a booth
at all, cr had only small greeting places set up. The only large
company with any appreciable
amount of heavy equipment was
the Hunt Machine Works. Several
looms were in operation in this
first booth inside the front door.
Probably the reason for the lack
of big machines was the cost of
moving them from northern offices, and too, most companies
are now booked solid with orders
that they cannot fill at the present time. ■
Something over 10,000 people
have viewed the show since it
opened on Monday. The crowd
increases every day. For the
first time in the history of the
show, outsiders, the general public so to speak, have not been allowed to attend the show'. Officials believed that enough mill
men and skilled workers would
attend without the rush of the
casual visitor.
When entering the huge hall
with jjts first floor, second floor,
balcony, and annex, you are' first
confronted with the hustle and

Under existing V. A. Regulations when a veteran acquires a
dependent (wife, child or dependent, parent) after he enters
training the effective date of the
increase in subsistence allowance
on account of the dependent is
the date the evidence establishing
the dependency is received in the
Veterans Administration.
Mr. John B. Allen, V. A. contact representative, states that
some veterans are losing some
of the increase to which they are
entitled by failing to submit the
required evidence to the Veterans
Administration as soon after the
new dependent is acquired as
possible.
Mr. Allen is located in the V.
A. Office in the basement of Tillman Hall on Tuesday and Wednesday of each week, between the
hours of 9:00 a. m. and 4:00 p.
m. He is there for the purpose of
Commander W. I. Corbett, asassisting veterans and their de- signed to the . director of Naval
pendents in acquiring any., bene- Reserve, and Lieutenant Comfits to which they may be en- mander Seely will be in Club
titled under laws administered Room 1 in- the YMCA at eight
by the Veterans Administration. o'clock Wednesday night, Octobei
He urges veteran students to 13, to answer questions on the Nasubmit the required evidence to val Reserve and to form a comthe Veterans Administration as posite, Naval Reserve unit on the
soon as possible, and requests that campus.
veterans contact him immediateAll present and previous memly if there is any doubt as to the bers of the Naval Reserve and
The annual Fall Training Con- type of evidence required by the
ference of YMCA, YWCA, and V. A. to establish proof of the any other interested persons are
invited to attend, according to
Other Christian Associations of dependent.
Commander Corbett.
South Carolina will be held at
The major subject of the disCamp Long, Aikeri, on October
8-9-10. Forty Clemson students also meet with 'presidents and cussion which will be held will be
headed by Earle Morris, president leaders of various college groups. the retirement program for Naval
Other leaders include Lt. Col. Reserve personnel.
of the YMCA, will attend this
Powell Fraser, FMS&T of Presconference.
Included in the group will be byterian College, Mr. R. G. Bell and have been hosts for numerDavid Banks, J. A. Smith, Wayne and Miss Marie Edwards of the ous previous camps where stuBallentine, George " Mandanis, University of South Carolina, Mr. dent groups hav& gained addiTheo Monroe, Walter Moorman. Bob Ayers, who, is in charge of tional inspiration and incentive
R. F. Wiggins. 'Walter Marion BSU work in South Carolina; for work and Christian service
Patrick, Sam' McGregor. Harrison Miss Elizabeth Stowe of Winthrop, back on the campus.
Earl Loadholdt of Newberry
McLaurin, J. K. Addison, Doug Mr. J. Roy Cooper, Mr. P. B.
Barfield. Leo Kirven, Lewis Car- Holtzendorff, Jr.. and Miss Doro- College is president of the conson, Bob Mattison, Henry Pitt- thy Abbott of Clemson. Miss Ab- ference and P. B. Holtzendorff
man. Giles Lewis, P. S. Shealy. bott and Doc Roberts will have Jr., is dean.
T,. B. Smith. Myron Smith wick. charge of music and a' mixed
Jimmy Stovall, Doc Roberts, Billy program.
NOTHING TO IT
Approximately
160 students
Hay, J. W. Rogers, Bill Edwards.
Teacher:
"Can' someone explain
and.
leaders
from
14
colleges
in
Jimmy Gordon, Harold DeLorme
John Calvert, and a number of South Carolina will attend this how a stovepipe is made?"
Pupil: "First you take ..a bi?
conference?. Mr. and Mrs. Roothers.
Dr. %S. J. L. Crouch, pastor of maine Smith of Aiken and Camp hole and then wrap sortie tin
the' Presbyterian church at Clem- Long are in charge of the camp around it."
son, will be one of the speakers
iiid discussion leaders. Mr.. Odis
THE MODERN ELECTRIC
Hinnant, who is YMCA secretary
at Jacksonville, Fla., and who
was YMCA secretary in South
SHOE SHOP
America for a number of years,
IS TEMPORARILY LOCATED
will be the principal speaker. Mr.
E. A. Driscoll, southern region
BELOW THE BANK — STOP BY TO SEE US.
student secretary from Atlanta,
will have an important,,assignment in the Commissions .and will

Here To Establish

'T Student Groups
Meet Al Camp Long

bustle going on. People looking. dollars. Some may pop up in
selling, asking questions and 'the Professor Cartee's class next
like are found in every booth
semester.
Friends shaking hands, striking
Numerous cutaways were on
up an old acquaintance are prevalent every step of the way. . display of motors, air conditionOne thing that stood out in ing outfits and other gear-operatparticular as we roamed around ed objects. A hand operated
was the friendliness of the exhibitors. They were always will- loom built in 1779 looked odd as
ing to take the time to explain compared with the newer models,
anything that might be in ques- but worked on the same printion. Maybe we were not present cipal.
day buyers, but in the near fuIt appeared that the Clemson
ture, it would be just as easy to
remember the courtesy shown as students were interested in getI he discourtesy.
ting as many souvenirs as posOne of the most popular ex- sible. Pencils and matches were
hibits in the entire hall was that the most popular give-aways.
of the calculating machine booths. Literature was abundant.. One
A most charming girl might have booth was giving away walking
had some slant of the situation. sticks and we spent the greater
We' were allowed to operate the part of the afternoon waitirig for
machines, and each was heard to a Clemson man who had been
comment, "we need some, of those working in the booth to come
at Clemson."
back, but he never showed up,
Other things that hit the men's and we hobbled back to Clemson
fancy were the square and ob- the best we could.
lique gears on diyplay. Y/)u might
It is fortunate that arrangesay it is impossible for square ] ments were made to have all
gears to mesh, but they have 'em j Clemson men attend , the show,
at Te'xtile Hall this week. One It was not only interesting and
3f the most popular exhibits in | informative, but educational. Who
the hall at each show is that of knows, two years from now when
""he New Departure Ball Bearina the show returns to Greenville,
Company. Bearings fall out of a some of the men who visited the
hole, bounce on an angled piece show this week, may be working
it metal and through a hoop that in one of the booths.
is turning all the time. They hit
another piece of angled metal and
bounce back into* a hole only to Gilroy Is Producer
fall out a few minutes later.
An illuminated magnifier for Of Two Coming Plays
textile examination caught the
eye of all the boys taking fabric j Philip Gilroy has been desiganalysis. The magnifier was a nated as production manager of
flashlight affair with a huge glass the Clemson Little Theater's forth on the end with an indirect light ; coming plays", "Sparking" and
showing the exact texture of the ' "Where the Cross Is Made.j' Cadet
cloth. From all reports, they can Gilroy has selected John Mitbe bought for approximately nine chell as his assistant.
Helping Cadets Gilroy and Mitchell are. William Schweirs, masClemsort's Radio Club ter carpenter, assisted by J. L.
Langley, G. N. Strickland, and W.
Taps Thirteen Hams W. Gibson. W. W. Berry, master
electrician, is assisted by J. H.
Thirteen would-be hams began Beal. H. C. Merritt and Lortheir informal initiation at the raine Champion are scene demeeting of the Amateur signers, J. C. Cobb is house manRadio Club last Monday night. ager, and ' W. P. Bailey is proThey are J. M. Hutchings, J. T. perties manager assisted by Victor Whetstone, and A. B. Cox.
Stevens, W. J. Wilkie, J. W.
The night of October 27. will
Sherard, J. D. Thompson, H.' J. be typical of the "Theatre" as
prop men, electricians, and carThiele, and W. E. Faris.
Also J. E. Bauknight, B. L. penters rush about, setting the
Nettles, D. B. Salley. J. DC Smith. stage for the opening night.- The
R. M. Rochester, and T. L. Ar- hard working productfion staff
never gets in the limelight, but
nold.
no production could ever be preDuring their period of initia- sented if it were not for the
tion, the "short circuits" will hard working men behind the
carry tubes to show that they are scenes.
fiodgelings. At this meeting, the
;
—■
:
i
ciub's faculty advisor, Professor
WATER COOLER FOR
G. D. Hallmark, gave a lecture
CHILDREN
on "Antennae" ' according to Jce
Gault, president of the club.
A new electric drinking- founNext meeting of the Radio Club tain boasts two levels—one ,for
will be held on Monday, October children installed only 30 inches
11 at the Textile Building.
from the floor.

WIGINGTON AUTO PARTS CO.
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ARROW GORDON OXFORD SHIRTS
ARE FAVORITES OF COLLEGE MEN

rse NEW
ARROW
GORDON
FENWAY"

$3.95
For the first time since before the war, Arrow is offering o
several collar models especially designed for college men.

MEET YOUR FRIENDS AT

ADAMS SMITH

POLKENHORN'S RESTAURANT

than 1% shrinkage. Arrow ties—41 to 42.50.

Serving Home Cooked Meals Exclusively
OPEN FRIDAY NOON

PHONE 535

110 N. MAIN ST

—

ANDERSON, S. C.

—

PHONE 9184

Only Arrow shirts have the famous Arrow collar, Mitoga
shaped-to-fit body and Sanforized label, assurance of less

Auto Parts & Service

Operators—Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Keys

J

roves Interesting

wide selection of white, solid color and striped oxfords in

26 South Main Street

V.

The first meeting for the current year of the Clemson branch
of the American Association of
University Women, will be held
st the YMCA on Thursday, October 14 at 4:00 p. m.
There are two purposes for this
meeting, according to the m'embeiship committee. First is to
give prospective members an adequate picture of the organization
as a whole and to present a preview of the work planned for tjie
coming year. Second is to give to
.eld and prospective members an
opportunity, to become acquainted
with each ether.
55 Ruth Roettinger of. the
Winthr.op/College faculty, president of the South Carolina division of A. A. U. W., will talk tc
1 jcal group about variou'
>- of the organization's work
Each branch committee chairmar
will be given two minutes to outline plans for this year.
A spokesman for the group
states that an attempt has been
made to extend a personal invitation to all prospective members,
but that it was impossible to obtain the names of all those in the
community who are eligible.
She further states that anyone
who is eligible and who did not
receive an invitation, is cordially
invited to attend the meeting and
the coffee hour afterwards.

Completely Renovated and Under New Management

STEWART-MERRSTT
GREENVILLE, S. C.

Thirty-two Rhodes Scholarships
valued at five hundred pounds a
year are assigned annually to the
United States for study at Oxford University, England. Apoointments are made for two
years, but a third year may be
added if the student shows outing quality and presents a
lite plan o-f study for the additional period satisfactory to his
cortege and to the Rhodes Trustees. Scholarships are offered in
ihe following subjects: literae humaniores, mathematics, physics'
chemistry, a n i m a 1 physiology,
zoology, botany, geology, astronomy, engineering science, geography, agriculture, jurisprudence
modern history, theology, oriental
subjects, English language and
literature, philosophy politics and
economics, psychology philosophy
and physiopogy, modern languages, and forestry.
A candidate for a Rhodes
Scholarship must be a male c
of the United States, with at least
five years' domicile, and unmarried. (Under the War Service
Scholarships, marriage is not a
bar. Men who Jwere in service
or holding a job" during the war
that deferred them from the service interested in the War scholp must have been between
the ages of 19 and 25 at any time
since October 1, 1940 and completed one year of war service.)
The candidate must have passed
his ninteenth and not have passed his twenty-fifth birthday by
the first of October of the year
for which he is elected. Scholars
elected in 1948 will enter Oxford
in October, 1949. Candidates will
be eligible for regular appointments who were born on or after
October 1, 1924 and before October 1, 1930. Ware Service candidates will be eligible if born on
or after October 1, 1915 and before October 1, 1930. At the
time of application, the candidate must have a junior standing,
and the War Service candidate
must have a sophomore standing.
The basis of selections are literary and scholastic ability and attainments, qualities of manhood,
truth, courage, devotion to duty,
sympathy, kindliness, unselfishness, and fellowship, exhibition
of moral force of character and
of instincts to-lead and to take an
interest in his schoolmates, physical vigour, as shown by interest
in outdoor sports or in other
ways.
A candidate should send his
application to the Secretary of
the Committee of Selection for
the state in which 4ie wishes to
compete as early as possible in
October, and in' any case not
later than October 30.
Clemson men interested in the
Rhodes Scholarship should see
Dean F. M. Kinard as soon as
possible.

First Meeting
AAUW Be Held
On October 14

By BOB BRADLEY
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Little Theater Begins Practice For Coming Plays
Clemson Little Theater Readies Cast
To Appear In Two Forthcoming Plap
Two one-act plays will be
given by the Clemson Little
Theater on the evenings of October 28 and 29 at 8:00 p. m. in
the college auditorium. "Sparkin,"
which is a comedy of love in a
typical "Tobacco Road" setting,
and Eugene O'Neil's drama of the
sea "Where the Cross is Made"
are the Little Theater's first productions of the year.
Granny, a character from "Sparkin" may be an antique, but she
knows about the birds and the
bees. She keeps an eye on her
young niece who is attempting to
vamp a local farmhand. Trouble
begins when the young farmhand comes a-courtin', only to be
frustrated by Granny's pointed
remarks.
Gaynelle Williams, daughter
of Professor W. B. Williams of
the Textile Department, is right
at home in the role of date bait.
Her mother, played by BeverJy
Ware, daughter of Professor R.
E. Ware, attempts to understand
love in spite of circumstances.
Mrs. Highland is cast as Granny.
Leo Kirven, Clemson student,
plays the role of an awkward
swain.
Because of the widespread
success of Eugene O'Neil's sea
dramas on Broadway, the Clemson Little Theater chose one of
the most "action-packed of the
group, "Where the Cross is Made."
In keeping with present day customs, the play is deeply involved
in psychological melodrama.^ A
long-awaited fabulous treasure
nearly drives everyone mad. It
turns father against son, with the
daughter caught in between trying to placate both.
There is no noticeable religious
theme. The cross is referred to
is one marked on the treasure
map. At first the captain's son is
frankly sceptical of the existence
of any treasure, but the inescapable proof of the map, along with
his father's fanatical belief in it,
convinces Nat too.
,
Red-headed Edd Waijt plays
the role of the Captain who is
about a sixteenth of an inch off.
Crayton Crawford, who had a
major part in last season's "Male
Animal," is his bitter son, Nat.
Ann Hubbard, who plays Sue, is
the daughter torn .between father
and son.

jr

4-H CLUB B©YS LEARN TRACTOR CARE

.Norrafrors
Narrators for 'programs of the
•Clemson College Forum of the
<Vir were chosen at auditions |
Tuesday night,
according to
Frank Seddon, president. They
ire Albert Chalker, Bob Dilfield
Ray Alexander, Frank Canfield,
.and Phelps Bultman.
The narrators were chosen |
from a group of about thirty con- j
lenders for their proficiency in
reading a prepared script.

PLATTER
CHATTER
By Dave Spiner
UNMENTIONABLES
Last Saturday afternoon, to kill
time between dates, I strolled into
a downtown record shop in Greenville. A svelte brunette wi+h
bangs concealing her forehead
like napkin fringe swept up glassy-eyed from listening to Stan
Kenton's new album of progressive jazz. After the usual preliminaries she insisted upon playing every record in the album for
me, just to flaunt her mood. Between discs I was informed that
her name was Betty, and that she
was the girl -who worked with
Roberts on WESC.
Our little tete-a-tete was interrupted by an elderly saleswoman with a portly gentleman in
tow. He was seeking "novelty
tunes." This unique request set
the record staff into frenzied action. Even the saleswoman was
intrigued. They brought out a
King Cole album: no sale. Spike
Jones was their next offering.
The customer still held out for
what he would only describe as
"novelty tunes." "They are for
gentlemen," he explained stubbornly.
As a lover of music myself, I
knew what he wanted; the kind
of ditties that the boys in the back
room would have. As quick as
Nes Cafe I told them as much.
Silence! Betty's left eyebrow got
tangled in her bangs. A pointed
gasp from the saleswoman stifled our customer's nod of affirmation. After receiving
a
courteous, but firm, "No," he left
the shop unescorted, but not undaunted. Betty returned to her
Stan Kenton, and I'realized that
I was almost late for that date.

How many million
times today?
305 million times today and ever)
day, Bell telephone users reach out to make
or answer calls;

MORE THAN

9 Day and night, you count on your telephone
to work: And it does.
That's because Bell telephone people are old
hands at giving good service—and because Western
Electric people have always made good telephones^
switchboards and cable.
«^
f) Ever since 1882, Western Electric has been the
manufacturing unit of the Bell System—helping
to make your telephone service the best on earth: -

Western Electric
A UNIT OF THE BELL

IK1

SYSTEM SINCE 1882

ajor uviiizaiion
yracuie

Clemson's Little Theater group has already started practice on
forthcoming productions.
Four of the leading characters areshown going through lines. They are, left to right, Mrs. Hyland,
seated, Bev Ware, standing behind Mrs. Hyland, Leo Kirven, coming out of the door, and Gaynelle Williams, extreme right.

LETTERS
TO
TOM
CLEMSON

Student Here Takes Inventory On Clubs
♦

By J. L. Crapse
(Cont. From Last Week)

Whatever reform is needful in
Clemson's organizations and clubs
deserves careful thought and exhaustive analysis. The writer
does propose to walk out on a
limb and say that the initiation
ceremonies to which a goodly
number of Clemson's organizations ascribe are ridiculous and
outlandish to say the least. A
new member being initiated into
certain of these organizations presents a grotesque appearance
when he steps forth on the campus. Arrayed in the requisite
paraphernalia, he is apt to put to
shame the freak in a side show
or the clown of the circus. He
would do great credit to the fame
of bygone vaudeville.
It is admitted that some clubs
and organizations have no part
of such cpremonies. As a sane
and appropriate initiation ceremony for men of college age, the
initiation ceremony of Phi Kappa
Phi, Clemson's highest honor socitey embracing all of its schools
or departments, comes to mind for
citation.
It will be argue'd that tradition
is a noble and sacred institution'.
However, tradition can only serve
its purpose when it 'sanely and
realistically promotes progress.
Fun is a desirable component of
life, but when it borders '-on the
idiotic and nonsensical it has
overshot its goal.
Though it might not be admitted by the "powers," the initiation
ceremonies in vogue at Clemson.
are repulsive and childish to
many of the students, especially
those more mature in years.
There is a certain dignity and determination which college students should possess that are at
variance with such conduct. Reform in this respect is suggested
j for insuring greater student participation in extra-curricular activities.
Finally, that the organizational
and club situation exists, as it
does must be assignable to the
fact that students are not sincerely socially minded. Self still remains to be sacrificed for others.
We do not acutely feel our obligations to society, or if we ,do,
we are not willing to do anything
about it at the expense of personal advancement. Indirectly,
the basis of selection for membership in Clemson's leadership
fraternities and student government organization is founded
herein. When membership is
achieved on the basis of contribution and effort toward the progress
and welfare of fellow students
and the enhancement of the college rather than on the basis of
membership in other organizations a positive step toward the
progress for which the world is
crying will have been realized on
Clemson's campus.

Scholarships Now
Offered Under
NRUTC Program

Dear Tom:

It has recently been announced
that the Navy Department has reopened its program of N.R.O.T.C.
Applicants who meet all requirements may attend one of
fifty-two N.R.O.T.C. colleges for
four years ad midshipmen. The
Navy pays in full for tuition, fees,
books, and equipment. In addition the midshipman receives a
living allowance of fifty dollars
per month while attending college.
Requirements as to choice of
study include one course in naval
science each semester, certain
minimum requirements in English, mathematics, and physics,
and a cruise during each of three
summers.
Upon graduation midshipmen
will be given commissions as regular officers in the Navy or the
Marine Corps.
or full information, interested
peKsons may contact the nearest
officer of Naval Procurement.

TOMMY-ROT! That's what I
said when I heard it, and that's
what I repeat now. Imagine a
faculty wife not liking the fact
that the auto stickers say "Employee" rather than "Faculty."
She doesn't like this, for when
she is driving through neighboring towns, she fears people will
mistake her for a laborer's wife.
I ask you, Tom, is that how
you intend we should feel when
we obtain our college degrees?
I think not! I'm sure you intended the degree to be the means bui
not the end.
When first I entered Clemson,
in 1946, my wife and I were fortunate in finding a room with
a Clemson "employee." A man
who returned home each night
with the- grime and sweat of an
honest day's work on his hands,
A man whom we found to be a
good husband to his wife, a good
worker, and a man whom we
soon found to be the most honorable, and most genuine kind of
friend.
On the other extreme I have
seen some sad examples of character. A person, who like the

In a recent test, hundreds of men and
women all across the country
... of all ages and occupations
... were closely observed as
they smoked Camels—and only
Camels — for 30 consecutive
days. And they smoked on the
average of ape to two packages of Camels a day. But only
Camels!

SENECA, S. C.

H Club Leaders And C«fy Igenfs
ei i racier irammg At lamp Long
Aaraculture Shows
Keep Extension
Workers Busy
By JIMMY CUSHMAN
Activities in the agricultural
sections of the 'state are keeping
the men in the extension department in Long Hall fully occupied
during these days of ag exhibits
and cattle shows.
Anyone traveling through the
state these next two months can
stop almost anywhere along trie
road and v/itness an exhibition
somewhere with the chicken, turkey, hog, and cow shows being
presented at this time. The officials of the South Carolina extension service are booked for
the next two months as judges at
these events, and will devote most
of their time to the administration of the details connected with
the preser^ition of such contests. .
Already the extension dairydepartment has played a large
part in the Chester County
Guernsey Festival held last week,
and extension sweet potato enthusiasts will attend the Orangeburg Sweet Pot i F ival to bo
hold this month. Uso, there are
pasture demons'Tations and crop
demonstrations being held at
various points in the state. .
Probably the most important
exhibition sponsored by the extension department will *be the
Clemson College exhibits at the
State Fair during the week of the
state fair holidays. Clemson students are always interested in
these exhibits, v/hich are conducted by the extension service
men during the fair season.

Two 4-H tractor, leaders for
eo.ch county and one of their
county agents studied the most
efficient operation and maintenance features of tractors and
other farm equipment at the state
4-H tractor short course held at
Camp Long, Aiken, one . of the
state 4-H club camps, according
to L. O. Clayton, district 4-H
club agent.
This was the third annual, state
4-H tractor clinic or training
course for leaders and county
agents under the direction of the
Clemson Exteri'sion Service.
Along with "learning by doing"
operating and maintenance features, the organization and conduct of county' 4-H tractor clubs
for older-age boys on farms were
featured.
D. W. Watkins, director, Clemson Extension Service, in opening
the clinic, emphasized the importance of the care and maintenance of tractors and tractordrawn machinery. M. C. McKenzie, extension agricultural trainneer, was in charge of the training phase of the short course. W.
A. Beasley, • assistant agent in
Aiken County, assisted with practical phases of training. If? charge
of camp administration was R. O.
' Smith, district 4-H club agent
a«,d director of Camp Long.
The 4-H tractor projects became state-wide in 1943 when
282 older members received training at their summer camps. This
organized training has increased
in interest and members annually,
and in 1948 some 1,300 farm
youth selected this phase1 of
training during their week's
summer 4-H • camp programs at
Camps Long and Bob Cooper.

Prove it yourself. In
your"T-Zone"—T
for Taste and T for Throat.
Smoke Camels for 30 days.
Let YOUR OWN TASTE tell
you about the full, rich flavor
of Camel's choice tobaccos. Let
YOUR OWN THROAT tell
you the story of Camel's cool
mildness. Yes, prove for yourself that there's

DUE TV SMOKING CAMELS!
rx;;:

1948

Dillard's Shoe Shop

faculty wife, thinks it unworthy
or degrading to earn a livelihood
who remarked that he had to
"live in the house with a damn
working man." Whom would you
choose as a friend? The worker
who knows a man's true self or
a snob who thinks himself superior? Mine would be the man
with the dirty hands.
I thank the good Lord that this
is not true of all our faculty and
their families. We have some
notable eamples of genuine, sincere, down to earth people in the
most prominent offices of our
campus. Those who realize that
it takes all kinds of people, in all
kinds of jobs, working hand in
hand, to keep this world ticking.
Disgustedly,
Bob Thomas

M. C. McKenzie, Clemson extension agricultural engineer, demonstrates tractor maintenance and care to a group of 4-H club boys, county agents, and selected leaders. About 1300 farm youth were given this
training at Camp Long, one of the state 4-H club camps, this slimmer.

MO THROAT wrmnoN

*
1890

Every week throughout this dramatic 30day test, their throats were
carefully examined by noted
specialists—a total of 2470 exacting examinations. And
among all these smokers, these
famous throat specialists found
not one single case of throat
irritation due to smoking
Camels!

SYRACUSE, NY.—(I.P.) —
.Liberal Arts juniors, sophomores,
■and freshmen will have a choice
•of a new major field, the American Studies program, this semester, at Syracuse University.
To consist of courses in several
social sciences, the new sequence
■will offer students a 30 credit major in American civilization. Majors in the new build will be
able to choose 24 .credits from
three groups. Requiring at least
six and not more than 12 hours
in each group, the sequence has
listed group 1 as literature, fine
arts, and philosophy; group 2 has
sociology, geography, and economics; and group 3 lists citizenship
(advanced), history and political
science.
'The courses in each group will
be those pertaining to the United
States or American affairs, and
the final six hours will- be a senior
seminar on the overall topic.
The new sequence committee,
headed by Dr. Stuart G. Brown,
chairman of the citizenship department, has specified certain
prerequisites which students must
mee.t in their freshman and sophomore years. These include American literature, history, and political science.
The committee pointed out that
Syracuse is not pioneering in this
sequence, "since Harvard, Minnesota, Brown, Princeton, Western Reserve, and Williams universities all have similar major
groups."

30-Ztyl5shfr?
MctrTZm
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Smoke Camels for 30 consecutive days. Smoke only Camels,
If, at any time during these 30 days, you are not convinced
that Camels are the mildest cigarette you have ever smoked,
return the package with the unused Camels and we will
refund your full purchase price, plus postage. This offer is
good for 90 days from this date.
(Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY,
WINSTON-SALEM, NORTH CAROLINA

According to a Nationwide survey:
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MORE DOCTORS
SMOKE CAMELS
than any other cigarette
Doctors smoke for pleasure, too! And
when three leading independent research organizations asked 113,597
doctors what cigarette they smoked,
the brand named most was Camel!
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Parking Is Stiff A Worry
-The question of parking automobiles is still a worry at
Clcinson. To take a look at the quadrangle, one would
think thai a used car dealer had set up business. It appears
that there are enough parking spaces here and about on the
campus that students would not have to use this as a means
of parking their cars.
Wc realize that students like to have their cars near
them, but some of them that are parked en the quadrangle
and on the road from -the main building down toward the
chemistry building arc not moved during the week.
Down on Williamston road, parking spaces have been
marked off. This is the long wide road running near the
football stadium. The street is well lighted and students
living in this vicinity park their cars there and have never
reported any resemblance of thefts.
Some skidents might consider this a country mile to
have to walk down there on Friday or Saturday for a quick
getaway, but the situation would be considered improved if
students would cooperate and place their cars in the appropriate places.

Three Seats Are Vacant Today
Three scats are vacant at Clemson today. Three people
failed to answer the roll.
The lives of "three of our comrades were stiff led last
Friday night at the will of someone else, not ours.
Fun was turned into sorrow. One group of men was
going to a football game, the other had ideas of a dance com' c cirvptunstaaces leading to the accident have not
mg up.
They may never be known.
been font
Mayl vt! ■ knew the men. maybe you didn't.- All of
iv, wii-h tin':- many other friends, have been
Clemson
tie deaths.of Fred 1). Shook of Sparlanburg,
saddened
Ai
Vrson and Bruce lJ. Barber, both of ColumThomas 1
bia. Oiir hcarTclt symp;alhy is extended to their families.
Three seals are Vacant today. Three people failed to
answer the roi'.

ing Ponce Kighli

senior

For years before the war, seniors looked forward to the
Ring Dance held neac*fhe cud of -each school year.
You
might term it the turning point of a senior's life work. In
case.«omc of you aren't familiar with the procedure, seniors
with their dates walk through a giant replica of the Clemson
ring, turn 'their Clemson ring around and then kiss their
date.
The Centra] Dance Association is trying to cut down on
expenses, but yet have the best dances here at Clemson. We
think that if it is entirely possible, the Ring Dance should be
included on Hie agenda for, Hie coining dance year. If possible, include it with another dance, but this is a highlight
for the departing seniors.

Better Seating Arrangement Planned
We feel sure that students will have no gripes coming
this year over the seating arrangements at football games.
Three sections have been set aside for students and their
dales. Coach Howard has stated that if advanced date
ticket sales show the need, another half section will be added for Clemson students and their dates.
At the PC game, a person was placed at each entrance
of the stands and the ID card had to be shown before gelling into the student section. We think that this did and
will improve the sealing situation. However, no matter how
much you try to help some people over their trials and
tribulations, they are going to try to beat the rap. You
can't get this many people together without someone having
some bright idea.
We realize that if you bring a friend to the game, il is
nice to hive him sit with you, but when you try to bring
someone other than a designated person into the student
section, you are possibly knocking out a student and maybe
his date out of a seat. For all you know, it might be your
old lady coming to the game late.
It seems that if the students will cooperate with the
Athletic Association they will do all in their power to see
that all who are eligible gel a seat. Coach Howard made
this promise at the pep meeting last Thursday night.

By HARRIS

This week we turn book critic and review a recently published and currently
popular book. Don't worry, Clifton Fadiman, we aren't trying to steal your thunder.
(Ed. note: For the benefit of unoriented
freshmen, the following literary attempt is
not necessarily written the way a book report should be written. You are therefore
advised to consult some other authority before copying the style, form, or content.)
The Clemson Agricultural College Record
For the Fifty-Fifth Year and Preliminary
Announcements is a non-fiction work dealing with the requirements for admission,
courses offered, faculty names and statistics,
student life and activities, and organization
and government of the Land Grant College
of South Carolina located at Clemson, South
Carolina. It was pubwlished about four
months ago (four, to be exact).
The plot covers the history of the college
from its beginning as a fetal idea in the
mind of one Thomas G. Clemson until the
present day. The twofold purpose of the
book is to enlighten future students and to
spend part of the funds appropriated by the
state legislature.
The hook docs not have much continuity,
and it is extremely hard at limes to Follow
Hie train of thought of the co-authors, Mr.
Custav Metz and Mr. K. N. Vickery. It
Would probably he classed as an omnie'ent
work, since Hie authors never clearly identify themselves with the plot.
There are. two introductory chapters
which give the college calendar for the years
1<)l<> through 1948 and the years 1948
through 1949 (one). These two chapters
never come up with anything really important, and their main purpose seems lo be that
of space filler. By logical reasoning, one
draws the conclusion that more ethical publishers than Mr. Milford would at least have
put this tripe at the end of the hook.
The remainder of the hook is divided into
seven oarts which deaf with general information, student life and activities, personnel, organization and government, degrees
and curricula, public service activities, a student register . . . and an index.
As only the most intensive scholar would
delve into all the intricacies and sidelights of
these seven subheads and an index, wc shall
simply criticize a few in passing.

Tow
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Talk of

By CHARLIE STILL
Eliminate The Negative
Have you ever heard complaints about the
numerous number of "drives" that are carried on throughout the campus each year?
The average student usually finds it necessary lo make some sort of contribution to a
needy organization almost too regularly foi\
the preservation of his own financial stability. And usually he finds that the quarter he intended to use in helping a needy
group lias gone for a hot dog or a candy
bar, or maybe into the pile that went for
the last date ticket he bought.
The ills that accompanied such a set-up
will be eliminated this year, for plans are
now under way to form the first Community
Chest to function of the students, by the students, and for the students. A committee
composed of delegates from four leading
service organizations of the campus has already begun to lay definite plans to unite all
barracks solicitations into one coordinated
drive. This drive is to be carried out over
a specified period of one or two weeks. In
the formation of the committee and the layout of its functions all available information
from a number of colleges and civic organizations was utilized. The best advantages
of these plans were incorporated into the
proposed system, which will be known as
the "Community Chest" movement.

of the college, which had previously announced a restriction on all solicitation, has
expressed willingness to cooperate in the
matter of the one united collection. And so
at some future date during this semester, a
representative of the Community Chest at
Clemson will call on you for one contribution, which is for the benefit of such worthy
organizations as the Red Cross, YMCA, Senior Platoon, and others. Won't you help
make the first the greatest?
That Good Old Clemson Spjrit
Members of the Class of '50 have added
another feather lo their caps in Hie sponsorship of a campus-wide "liowdy" campaign
which began last Monday. Crcclings ranging in, uniqueness from the Boston brogue
to the immortal Southern drawl have echoed
through the halls of Alma Mater to add to
an ever-growing "Clemson Spirit", which
almost got out of control at the N. C. State
game last Saturday night. Graduates of
pre-war days observed with interest that
the spirit of the student body seemed to be
at an all-time high; in spite of that opinion,
there is still plenty of room for improvement. From every corner there comes a
note of optimism. From the football field
there is the cheering news "We've got one
State, now we'd like lo try for two". Keep
up -the "Spirit", and the "fighting Tigers"
. may still be found on the gridiron come Mew
' Year's Day.
' Joy To The Corps
Glad tidings rang out to the cadets one
week ago when an order calling off Saturday
inspection came down from the Commandant's Office. Thanks to the "case-up" allowed by tiie Military Department, the freshmen were allowed lo enjoy their first Clemson dance in full force. Comments from the
'Central Dance Association were in praise
of student conduct and cooperation in helping to make the initial dance a success. Carry on, Clemson Man!

The Community Chest And You
The new plan has several factors derisively in its favor; it is far superior lo Hie old
methods of uncoordinated weak drives
which were carried en throughout the entire year. During the 1918-19 session, only
one drive will be held, making it possible
for the student to be better informed as to
the "whys and wherefores" involved in Hie
AND BENUTI
solicitation.
Furthermore, all officially
recognized organizations will be joined toThe chapter on general information con- gether to support and insure the success of
tains a historical statement that seems to the Community Chest. The administration
be the dream fantasy of some would-be H.
C. Wells. He states, "In 1889, the General
TAKE TIME
Assembly of South Carolina accepted the
bequest of Thomas G. Clemson . . .' Only Take time to work—it is the price of success,
a completely demented idiot would believe Take time to think—it s the source of power,
for one minute that the slate legislature hes- Take time to play-—it is the secret of youth,
itated in accepting the land that was donated. Take time lo read—it is the foundation of knowledge,
They would have taken anything offered Take time to worship—il is the highway of reverence,
Take time to help and enjoy friends■- source, of happiness,
with no holds barred.
Take time to love- -it is the one sacrament of life,
As to the fact that Clemson is a land grant
Take time lo .dream—rit hitches the soul to the stars,
college, the theory of land grant colleges
Take time to laugh—it is the singing that helps life's load,
must be considered for a moment. Either
Take time to pray—it helps bring Christ near, and washes
the twenty-third or the thirty-fourth Conthe dust of earth from cur eves.— Exchange.
gress passed a bill which gave each state
thirty thousand acres cf government land
to be disposed of, the funds accrued therefrom to be used in setting up agricultural
and mechanical colleges in each state. ,
Because of the fact that the Congress 'menHoned was a Republican one, South 'Carolina received land situated on the coast ol
Florida, which at that time had never heard
of the much-celebrated citrus industry. The
chambers cf commerce down there had not
"Benny" Fernow had super-heat£fc>wdy
at that time passed the law that made it il-OSCAR SAYSed steam instead of blood in his
legal for rain to fall. Our engineers had / congratulations and orchids go vessels; that his entropy was inno end of trouble measuring it, since it was to Tiger Brotherhood and Scab- creasing.
bard and Blade. They picked new
OSCAR SAYS
dry for only two minutes twice a day at low members who deserve to get into
a certain girl named Molly had
some clubs; the hard-working belter get wise to the situation
tide.
forgotten men.
in these parts.
Nevertheless, the land was disposed of at
OSCAR SAYS
OSCAR SAYS
that Al Tewkesbury looked his
the only exception to the above
a loss of only eighty-four dollars. A very
the "mackerel" Herron of Scab- part Saturday night with that
shrewd treasurer of the slate sold the plot is
cap. He (Oscar) guesses it's a
bord and Blade
to the much-abused* tribe of Indians who got
-OSCAR SAYSc: 'i. Judging from his appearance
that the "hardest" and "wild- he must have spent quite some
cheated on the Manhattan Island sa'e and est"
of the wild Clemson men is time at 19th hole buying it.
had moved to Florida to start a chain of In- undoubtedly Charley Pace. He
OSCAR SAYS
that "Shag" Lewis and "Rosdian blanket concessions. For a while it makes a fine band leader.
—
OSCAR SAYS
coe" Sweeney both got lir:!;-- --'-;
looked as if some of the land in the Sen ca
that the amphitheater was cer- from under the same bole. He
River bottoms would have to' be sold to tainly a crowded 'jlacc over the (Oscar) wonders what his "Shags"
week-end. "We didn't know any new name will be.
makeup the deficit.
scheduled events occurred there.
-OSCAR SAYSOSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) hears that Gil
As for the life of the author: The puband was that couple trying to
lisher, Mr. Milford, was able to furnish no buy ice cream from the dairy at Allen had in the 8th barrack . . .
but he (Oscar) isn't hitting that
information in this respect, exp'aining thai 5:00 a. m.?
low this semester.
-OSCAR SAYS-OSCAR SAYSthe manuscript was sent it on the backs of
that these boys who tell one
that Jim Spangenburg has reone hundred twenty Pablum box lops with girl one story and the other girl cently joined Alcoholic Anonyanother story are bound to get mous. Pie (Oscar) congratulates
no return address.
some wires crossed one of these Jim on getting "Chuck" Chalker
Though it will probably never make the days.
in.
OSCAR SAYS
-OSCAR SAYSbook-of-the-month-club lists, we think the
that people think Smithwich is
what'samatter, Hemphill, the
book is a success. It has informed prospec- Oscar. Oscar takes that as an seats pass by too fast for you to
tive students, at least those who had noth- insult. To be mistaken for get on Saturday night?
"Mousey" is the same as being
OSCAR SAYS
•
ing better to do with their time than read it, cussed.
that he (Oscar) reads that Jake
-OSCAR
SAYSand-it has accounted for a large part of the
Pcnland admits getting down
that certain local women didn't with the re.it of the dirt "in the
legislature's appropriation.
have the feeling for some stu-

Or- PooSe
Last week the Board of Directors of the Alumni Association met at Clemson to talk
about and plan a program which
will strengthen the Alumni Association. These men 'are interested in solidifying and coordinating the various college
activities having to do with
alumni in order that the greatest possible service may be rendered and maintained in keep-
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ing with a progressive institution.
I believe the thinking of these
men is meritorious because there
is definite evidence that whatever makes Clemson greater in
the eyes of the world makes the
Clemson diplomas better recognized and appreciated. Clemson's reputation as a splendid
institution radiates far and
wide. The reason this is so

Veterans often ask if they can
get GI loans to buy pleasure
equipment. Replies to these and
other quc ions regarding GI benefits are obtained from the Veterans Administration and published in this column by The Tigrcr
as a service to our veterans.
Q. I wish to purchase an automobile house trailer that I can
use during my vacation. Will
Veterans Administration guarantee a loan for the purchase?
A. No. Loans for pleasure purposes .cannot be guaranteed cr
insured by Veterans Administration.
Q. I would like to change the
beneficiary on my National Service Life Insurance without letting the old beneficiary know
about it. May I do this?
A. Yes. A veteran may change
the beneficiary or beneficiaries of
his National Service Life Insurance at any time without their
knowledge or consent.
Q. One of my arms was amputated because of injuries received
while I was in the armed services
during World War II. May I
select the type of artificial arm
I want and the firm I want to buy
it from ?
A. Yes, you will be permitted to
select the artificial arm of your
choice, but it must be purchased
from an approved prosthetic appliance manufacturer under contract with Veterans Administration.
Q. rr.-> v.'hal ! eneffts is a veteran with a yellow or blue discharge entitled.
A yellow discharge from the
Army is dishonorable and the
veteran is not entitled to Veterans Administration benefits. A
yellow discharge from the Navy
may be honorable or other than
honorable. If the Navy discharge
is dishonorable, the veteran is ineligible for benefits. If the Navy
discharge was issued under conditions other than honorable, the
veteran is entitled (o file a claim
and VA will determine whether
the discharge was issued under
dishonorable or other than honorable conditions. The latter also
applies to blue discharges from
the Army.
(Veterans wishing further infloorboard of a car at the Clem- formation about veterans' beneson-N. C. State game" Saturday fits may have their questions
night.
answered by writing the nearest
OSCAR SAYS
VA
regional office.)
that several Clemson men were
very high on the Carolina side
ELECTRIC LAMPS
yelling for Furman Friday night.
-OSCAR SAYSAmong new lighting novelties
that "Big Politico" Bill Moore are electric lamps that simulate
must be playing cut since "Scab- candle flame to provide atmosbard and Blade" overlooked even phere in the home or resturant
his two diamonds.
for banquet table settings. The
-OSCAR SAYSthat Jack Province really got imitation candles eliminate fire
.the shaft from Betty. And he hazards, won't burn down, smd
(Jack) thought he had he? head last as long as 1.000 hours. They
can be obtained with either medsacked.
ium or' candelabra bases and in
-OSCAR SAYSthat Bill Onley should bring several finishes—clear, flame tint,
Betty Q. up more often. It's bad frosted, amber, red and candle
flame( white with yellow tip).
to keep- such a beauty hidden.
1

dents like they had before school
was out. It's hard to take a back
seat, isn't it, Shepard.
■

OSCAR SAYS

that he hears of,- a good one
he'd like to pass on to you. When
Kelly came back to school he
v/ent down to the local brewery
and the welcome went something
like this. "Welcome back home,
Charlie. We missed you. Almost
went broke while you were
away."

■cannot be , stated in this short
space . but it can be said that,
much of it stems from the worthy
students and the splendid faculty who at the college and wherever they go herald the values
OSCAR SAYS
of Clemson. I believe the mathat Rock McCants was out of
jority of students, faculty and this world even more so than the
alumni will visualize the potenti- rest of us Saturday.
alities . of this new movement
OSCAR SAYS
as being sound and purposeful.
that he (Oscar) hears that, in
R. F. Poole. President a recent physical check-up, that

The Veteran's

'

The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson '& & W-
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Living Costs To
Force Some Out

Facts File ...

@&afdaw& Study
By WAYNE BALENTINE

Orlessandro

We very often hear of the four freedoms that our forefather's
fofught for ani that America stands for, but we very seldom realize
that God also gave us the Four Freedoms. We can
find each of them distinctly pointed out in the Hoiv
Scrintures. The first of the four is: FREEDOM
FROM WANT—"They that seek the Lord shall not
want any good thing." (Psalm 34:10. "And why
take ye "thought for raiment? Consider the lilies
of the field, how they grow; they toil not, neither
do they spin." Matt. 6:28.
It is human fcr us to take thought of material
things and I don't believe God intends for us to be
loafers, out many of us are so engrossed in ourselves that we forget God's promimse that things
will be added unto us. He sav* that "'e sh"1' bf
free from want if we put first things first. If we
seek the Lord, all other good things will be added
to OUi ll^._-~_.

( J7*5 \
\1QZ7 J
ITALIAN EDUCATOR
BUILT THE FIRST ELECr
TRJCBATTERS IN ISOO
— FOR. HIM WAS NAMED
tWVOLT," UNIT Of EL£CTR|ttL
PRESSURE OR. ELECTROMOTIVE FORCECEMF).

WHAT GOD KATH PROMISED
God hath not promised skies always blue,
Flower-strewn pathways'all our lives through;
God hath not promised sun without rain,
Joy without sorrow, peace without pain.
Gcd hath not promised We shall not know
Toil and temptation, trouble and woe;
If.e hath net told us we shall not bear
Many a burden, many a care.
God hath not promised smooth roads and wide,
Swift; easy travel, needing no guide;
Never a mountain, rocky and steep,
Never a river, turbid and deep.

But God hath promised strength for the day,
Rest from the labor, light for the way,
Grace for the trials, help from above,
Unfailing sympathy, undying love.
. . . Annie Johnson Flint
To me, ihat is a wonderful promise, "strength for the day," but it
is all too often that we forget where this strength comes from. There
is a challenge for each of us to know from where the "light for the
way" come; and who has unfailing sympathy and undying love for us.
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Cover the inside
of
Large plant
Sea eagle
Canvas shelter
Corundum used
fo^ grinding, etc.
Designed a
lead-plate storage
battery in 1859
Devbured
Simpleton
B lack crowlike
bird
Single: prefix
In,good health
Father
Rowing device
Fastening device
Part of an anchor
Football position:
abbr.
1,000 grams: abbr.

Eligibility Requirements For Appointment
\m
miftissione
Orlando, Fla., Sept. 20—Eligibility requirements for arjpointrnents as commissioned officers in
the United States Air Force Reserve, through attendance at the
Air Force
Officer Candidate
School, were .announced today at
14th Air JTorce headquarters.
Airmen and warrant officers of
the Regular Air Force who are
on active duty, or those who have
returned to civilian status, arc
listed as eligible to apply, alone
with civilians who can meet fed"
qualification requirements. Fligh1officers who served honorably
during World War II are also
eligible.
Applicants must be at least 2C
years, six months of age and no
older than 26 years, six months
on date of enrollment in a class
for which selected. No waivers
for age will be granted, and evidence of citizenship must be established. ■
A passing grade in mental or
aptitude examinations must be attained by each applicant, as well
as satisfactory physical qualifications. The physical standards are
those prescribed for a reserve
commission.
No prior military service is required' of applicants. However,
it is mandatory that all persons

;'na!l have completed basic training or its equivalent prior to attend'ng the Air Force Officer
Candidate School. Equivalency cf
basic training will be in accordv.'ith current regulations governing enlistment.
Individuals who have successTilly completed two years of col'.pga, along with the elementary
course, senior division, Air Reserve Officers Training Corps
may be exemot from basic trainrovided they meet the established requirements of the college and Air Reserve Officers
Training Program and possess a
certificate of eligibility for en►i-ance to the Air Force Officer
Candidate School awarded by the
orofessor of military science and
tactics. These certificates tare
^alid for two years.
Each applicant must agree to
:erve on Rctive duty for a minimum of three, xears, if commls'.ioned, unless sooner relieved by
I competent authority.
Full details of this announcement may be secured from any
Air Force base, Army and Air
Force recruiting station,
Air
Force Aviation Cadet-Officer Candidate Examining Board, or from
the Chief of Staff, United States
Air Force, Washington 25, D. C.
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HOKE SLOAN
At Clemson For Clemson
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SENECA. S.C.

There seems to be a question in
the minds of some veteran students at Clemson as to the amount
of accrued leave to which they
are entitled, according to Mr.
John B. Allen, Veteran's Administration Contact Representative
for Clemson College.
Students in institutions of higher learning, operating on a semester basis, are allowed fifteen
days leave at the end of each
semester, provided there are that
many days between semesters', or
in the event that they do not attend school the next semester.
Accrued leave is not carried
over from one semester to , another and the maximum allowed
at the end of each semester is
fifteen daj's..
This leave .is paid to the veteran student automatically, without request, unless the veteran
student notifies the Veteran's Administration thirty days prior to
the end of the semester that he
cioes not desire to be paid for the
accrued leave.
Time for which accrued leave is
paid is deducted from the veteran's eligibility.

"Poet'd @atH&i
By
J. W. BRADFIELD, JR.
Please mail any contributions to P. O. Box 5iJ2. Make a copy of
th; t piece of goo that you write to that girl in Winthrop, and send it in'
TRULY WONDROUS AUTUMN IS
Why weepest thou, slim Maple maid?
Has fickle Autumn passed you by?
K
Your leaves.are blushing.yet, I see;
,"
Oh what a rogue this Autumn is!
,
And, widow Elm, your face is pale
Above your, yellow party dressHe fled your arms and spurned your kiss?
Oh what a fool this Autumn is!

V'Jf-.
-
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Majestic oak, your crimson hue
Foretells that he has passed here , too;
He tweaked your nose and pulled your beard?
Oh what a scoundrel Autumn is!
Mv love so fair, who placed the rose
Upon your cheek and brought the laughter
our eyes? This windy day?
Oh what an artist Autumn is!
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A gaily clad, capricious lad
He seems, and of no worth; but if
It's he you're smiling for, my dear.
Then truly wondrous Autumn is!
THE LOGICAL THING
The simple facts of married life,
As many husband oft complain
into a bach'Ior's ear, are wife
Plus bills just equal one big pain.
The logical thing, it's plain to see,
Is for a man to stay unwed:
But now that you are close to me,
Oh where, on where has logic fled?
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Vet's Accrued Leave
Paid Automatically

Others like

Remember fc speak to someone on the campus,
friends, too.
ACROSS
Grassy field
Englishman who
was first to read
by electric light,
5
7
5
6
Z
1709
Laid the first
!l
12
submarine cable,
New York Harbor, 1843
76
15
Iridescent gem
stone
19
SSJ20
iS
Heedless
Lightning
21
protector
Kumple
26
Lariat
2* 25
To a higher level
Foundation
3/
29
Insinuate
Have courage to
Food for
37
35
is
34
furnaces
Hush!
Published details
42
39
of his zinc mercury cell in 1873
43
44
Heavy weight
Dark evergreen
trees
46 4?
Relatives
Invented the auSI
tomatic electric
toaster, 1019
Destructive
rodent
Break suddenly
Fish that generates electricity
"coherer" or
electro-optical
Heavenly food
wireless detector,
effect in diaelecThat man
trics, 1875
1885
Devised his dls9. Orient
53. Discovered Xcharging-jar
rays in 1895
10. S-shaped worm
electrometer,
1767
Turn to the
11. His researches
Anatomical
right
led to the process
network
of electroplating
DOWN
Support for an
14. Patented electro
antenna
Highly direcstatically shielded
Small, timid
tional form of
cable, 1916
animal
antenna
16. Designed an
Holy person:
Old age: poetic
enclosed arc
abbr.
Near
light in 1893
Middays
Patented the
17._ Be situated
Developed a
first practical
19. Legal profession
crude arc lamp
printing tele20. A search
in 1808
fraph system in 21. Developed a
Popular Ameri846
vertical bar
can dessert
Part of a church
magnet in 1827
German
Existed
^
22. Thin metal sheet
philosopher
1.000 liters: *■*
23. Developed the
Part in a play
abbr.
all-glass electric
Discovered the
Invented the
light bulb in 1879

Norma, Okla.—I.P.—Many college registrars think that higher
costs will force a high number of
students to drop out of college
this year, thus slighhtly decreasing large university enrollments,
according to Dr. J. E. Fellows,
dean of admissions and records of
the University of Oklahoma.
"In university towns like Norman," he stated, "where opportunities for part-time employment are not so plentiful, most
reigstrars feel that enrollment
will show a small but definite
decrease."
Dr. Fellows also stated that,
most universities are getting
away . from specifying certain
school credits and are relying
more -on scholastic aptitude and
nber entrance tests.
"The consensus seems to be that
universities in -metropolitan areas
would not have a decreased enrollment this year but that many
students would change to a parttime basis, working part-time to
supplement their incomes," he
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By Tom (Sam Spade) Donegan
I kicked in the door of an underheated, stuffy anteroom of th<
library basement near a sign
marked "Men". Tlrs is my office, which, if it had such a thing
as a frosted glass-panel door,
might bear the legend of "Tiger
Detective Agency". Within this
dust-laden tomb, which we sweep
twice a year to impress clients,
sits a battered typewriter, a tinny
alarm-clock, a dog-eared copy oi
Bufe's Celebrated Criminal Cases
of America (we keep a dog's, eai
hanging nearby for purposes oi
comparison), and a classy chassied, luscious blonde secretary
named Eifie*EphedrinS. I've been
a private eye for six years and 1
know how to pick 'em.
■ Effie saw my long, lean jaw
and rippling-muscled shoulders
coming through the door jamb,
and she greeted me with, "Well,
sweetheart, you look like a dish
of pickled pig's feet." She was
always quick on the cracks.
I countered v.-oltisM /, faring
my teeth until the gold wisdom
fillings glittered, "You look good
enough to eat, too".
I began by nibbling at her fingers. She gazed lustfully at my
sun-tanned neck through passion-eiied eves. The way her blue
dress of thin, clinging -woolen stuff
Vibrated, I knew that I did things
to her. But I . dismissed this
child's play with a quick kiss en
her ripe, red lips, and walked over
to my desk. I'M strict'y bit
during business ■Jours.
Opening the ^esk drawer. I
reached in, pulled cut a pint of
bourbon, and poured about a third
of it down my throat. "Any customers, darling?" I growled, picking up a Chinese ring puzzle.
Effie had recovered her composure by rolling a Bull Durham
cigarette. "Have you heard about
the Maltese Scarab?" she said
flicking tobacco flakes from hcr
tongue.
"No," I yawned, stretching out
on a musty couch of Agriculture
Extension bulletins.
"It's a rare bug; it's been
filched from the museum upstairs."
"No!" I nocd again, flipping
away from my left car a copy of
Care of Purple Sassafras, Cornel.
'17.
She paused while she made i
cigarette with deliberate care
sifting a measured quantity cf
tan flakes down in*o ihc curvec
paper, spreading the flakes so that
thev lay equal at the ends with f
slight depression in the middle
thumbs rolling the paper's innei
edge down and no under the
outer edge as forefingers pressed
it over, thumbs and fingers sliding to the paper cylinder's ends to
hold it even while the tongue
licked the flap, left forefinger
and thumb pinching their end
while right forefinger and thumb
smoothed the damp seam, right
forefinger and thumb twisting
their end and lifting—"Holy rutabagas, Effie, will you go on?"
She tossed her blonde locks,
fired the butt, and continued,
"This beetle has a unique historyIt's not a real bug at all, but an
ebony-and-emcrald brooch worn
by Queen Nefretete, XVIII Egyptian Dynasty. It was' pinched
from her tomb by a Roman soldied named Goldstein, who pawnid it to Waldo the Simple during
fhe Second Visigoth invasion of
"It turned up again in the boudoir of Madame Pompadour, disappeared, and showed up again
in the seat of the pants of a British sailor, Gioacchino Lipilytch,
in colonial Charleston. From there
it migrated westward and rested
on a counter in Judge Keller's
for two centuries. When the
lone electric light bulb was ac-

cidentally turned on in 1928, if
was rediscovered and presented
to the Clemson museui
morning I got the word of it?
theft. The rest is up to you.
handsome."
"Hmm," I hmmed, cutting up
a slice of Brown Mule and tucking it into my calabash. I pulled
out my nickel and leather Ronson, flicked it, and puffed nauseatingly for a few moments.
"Who phoned in about the
heist?" I gasped.
"P. J. Potter, visiting professor
of ceramics."
"Any mention of a fee?"
"No."
"In that case, I'll - star', with
him." I swung my long, le: ri
legs to the floor, and let another
third of the bourbon trickle under my belt. I crossed the cell
with quick strides, opened t h e
filing cabinet, and packed a heater on my hip. I buttoned my illfitting O. P. O. tweed coat, and
turned to Effie. I bussed
■lightly on the right ear, likhig'The
way it was joined to her head.
"Baby, you're dynamite!" I
whispered huskily.
"I'm not sure I know what
you mean, Sam," she murmured
blushing.
"Cut the school girl manner:
angel;'don't be innocent, or we'll
never .get anywhere." , . I [said
silkily.
"I won't be," she premised, lowering her sultry turquoise" eyes.
"Be careful, Sam."
Her, dear nearness made- the
blood ' gurgle in my ears. _ "You
j worry; 'ibo much, precious," I
gurgled! I started for the door.
"Don.'t let the dust settle," I
tossed ^ayly.
"You're a character, Sam," she
tossed gayly. Both of us tossing
gayly, I entered the hall, noticing
that she had picked up a wellthumbed copy of the Kinsey Report.
I strode rapidly down the corridor, and passed the door of the
music room. The music appreciation class v/as appreciating
Spike Jones' William Tell Overture. Beetlebaum and I broke the
tape at thesame time, and we
passed into the open air.
I crossed the street to my 1941,
blue Chevrolet coupe, and Li
up and down. I had to play it
safe; you can't" be too careful in
this business. There was a yellowish, lumpy-looking guy leaning against an ugly, bare tree.
with()a Camel dangling from his
mouth. The last time I saw a
mouth like that it had a hook in
it. TJhis footpad seemed to be
imitating
Sidney
Greenstreet,
but, as I found out later, it was
Sydney Greenstreet imitating a
footpad.
Believing that he was just a
leftover from the N. C. State
game-, I jumped into my locomo-"
tive and headed toward the Potter diggings. It was just across
the highway, but I had to be cautious. I drove along '23 to Liberty, out on 173 to Pickens, back
on 183 to Walhalla, cut ;back to
Seneca on 28, and into Clemson
again on 123. I can shake anytail, I thought craftily. I haven't
been a private ccp for six- years
for nothing.
I- sauntered up to the brassbound portal and rattled it with
my knuckles.
With a sound
straight out of Inner Sanctum it
opened, and I faced Frankenstein's monster dressed in a pearlgrey dinner jacket.
"What do you want?" he
snarled.
'I want in, nightmare," I said
evenly.
"Beat it, you seedy-looking
rat!"
(A seedy-looking
rat
sneaked out from under the
(Continued on Page 8)

More independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two leading brands combined!
' 'An impartial poll covering all the Southern tobacco markets reveals the smoking preference
cf the men who really know tobacco—auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen. More of

"these independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly than the next two
' leading brands combined:

So, for your own real deep-down smoking enjoyment, smoke the smoke tobacco experts smoke

COPR., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY^

LUCKY STRIKE MEANS FINE TOBACCO
So round; so firm, so fully packed

so free and easy on the draw
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Wolfpack Stopped by

owardmen 6-0

'Gage Runs 90 Yds./iTiger Cubs Meet
Only Score in Game Mials Saturday
WITH SCOOP REYNOLDS
They were our team Saturday night when they roared
jrnsl clawed and brought henie a 6-0 triumph over Beatie
Feather■■;* Wolfpack to She some 18,000 howling fans in Memon'al :•(:
ini.
Clemson's ' j Tigers looked mighty fine
under I le
ov/in I floodlights that illuminated [he grass
covered Mdiroja., easily enc of the finest crowds ever to
observe home contest how e( and cheered unceasingly for
the struggling Bengals. Many of the people state! that it
was one ol lie best games that they had ever wi.tne:
no
did not realize what a powerful machine was hidden up in
te Carolina foothills. However, icy went away from the
Tig's lair with a firm respect for le power laden aggregation tutored by Frank Howard.
Some of the Comments
After the game we talked with several ardent pigskin
followers and inquired about their views of the contest.
Tucker McDaniel, a former footballer at the University cf
North Carolina, answered when asked how Robert Cage
compared with Charlie Justice, replied that he considered
Bobby just as good. In fact, he considered the Clemson
eleven a definite contender for conference honors. McDaniel was down to Athens for the Tarheel-Bulldog clash
and stopped hack by Clemson with his friend Fred Young
for the State-Tiger meeting.
Bill Kincaid, physics assistant and graduate student,
really liked the way the mighty Bengals put on their goal
jine defense drama in the fourth period. Kincaid, a graduate of Catawba College, has become an ardent Tig fan since
he entered the Clemson graduate school.
Gage Stars
Rompin' Robert Gage gathered in a State punt and
returned for the score that won the ball game. Behind
the most beautiful blocking we have ever witnessed by
a Clemson eleVen, Gage sprinted through the Entire
Wolfpack and galloped into paydirt as he outran the
last two State men. Gage deserves a pat on the back for
his marvelous run. However, without the aid of the
entire team such feats cculd not be accomplished.
Gene Moore of Lake City proved a bulwark to the Tiger linesmen in the Saturday night get-to-gether. He made
essential tackles to slop potential scoring threats by the visitors from Raleigh. Moore intercepted a Wolfpack pass and
raced some thirty yards be!' >re being tackled by two Wolves.
His play was very capable and noteworthy as he makes his
Lid for the pivot position on the All-State eleven*.
Our Personal Interview
This week Trailing the Tiger interviewed Tom Turner,
'architecture sophomore from Caffney, in our attempt to
find out the opinion of our readers when it comes to those
mighty Tigers that play in LMemorial Stadium. Turner was
so excited over the week-end victory that lie could hardly
talk. However, he said that with the State win under the
bell, the remainder of the schedule had better begin working
harder. The Caffney student figured that Mississippi State
would win next weed-end by a touchdown or so.
Spirit Apparent
It was vividly apparent that the spirit of Hie student
body was at a high peak at the football game Saturday night.
The cheerleaders had the backing of the majority of the boys
and the organized cheers resounded throughout the stadium.
This was a weak point in the overwhelming triumph over
Hie hapless Blue Hose. However, with sliffer opposition,
louder and more spirited cheering can be expected. Chuck
Chalker and his men did a noble job of directing the applause.
Goal Line Stand
Chanson's line deserves a bushel of orchids for their
magnificent stand when the Pack invaded their goal'line territory endeavoring to cross the dual stripes. With the ball
on the Tig (i the Slate tailback Fletcher drove to the (i inch
line. Two plays into the center of the line failed to net tlj£
desired yardage. The fourth play found the ball pushed
back to the Tig ! where the Bengals look over. This was
one of the tests that the Howardmen's forward wall was
scheduled to face and they heaped glory upon themselves and
helped to establish the Tigs as a definite threat in the conference.

Rompin' Robert Cage raced 90 yards to cross the dual
stripes on his feet with a Wolfpack punt to upset the favored North Carolina Stale eleven 6-0 before 18,000 yelling
spectators in Memorial Stadium Saturday night.
Coach
Frank Howard geared his explosive offensive to Fullback
Fred Coney and Ray iMathews in addition to the fleet footed
Gage.

CENTER GENE MOORE STOPS STATE'S THOMPSON

Saturday night at 8 P. M.,
Coach Banks McFadden's Tiger
Cubs will meet the "Anklets"
from Presbyterian. It will be the
second game of the season for the
Tiger "Frosh," having beaten the
Fort Jackson Red Devils, by the
score of 6-0, earlier in the season.
Since this is the season opener
for the "Baby Blue Hose," little
is known of their relative
strength.
In the Tiger camp, competition i
is plenty rough with at least two |
men as possible starters for each
berth.
Some of the men who
have been showing up well in
practices lately include D. M. DiMucci, stout guard from Pennsylvania, James Brown, touch- '■
down tossing fullback, "Buggs"
Thompson, swift ■ running wingback, and Billy Hair, stellar tail- [
back from Walterboro, S. 0.
End coach, "Rock" Norman, dis- j
closed that Smith,
McCorley, j
Murray, and Doffort were his }
four brightest prospects for the
flanking positions. McCorley was
boasted especially for his ability
to diagnose enemy plays and
quickly break them up.
With this great array of backs
and linemen, the future looks
bright for "McFadden's lads."

Entering Vac same n slight un-* clcrdog the Tigers got off to a
shakey start when Beattie Feather's line-busting fullback, Bob
Smith ripped through the Tiger
line for 43. After successive line
bucks the Bengals took over on
their own 31.
Cone and Gage
failed to pick up a first down by
one yard after three plays. Gage
Here's hoping this week's 'pigkicked to Fletcher on the State 13
skin
will turn out a little better
for 47 yards. The two teams exchanged punts after their ground than last time when our apple
and aeriel offensive bogged. This cart was upset and its contents
set up the scoring play that end- turned into apple sauce. We picked in victory for the Clemson's.
ed fourteen right, four wrong,
Rapid Robert Runs
The Staters dropped back and and tied twice in a week-end of
booted. At this point the Tiger upsets.
' Here comes the deadline, so
safety man, Gage dropped back
and gathered in the oval. After- a we'll start by stringing along with
fake to Cone, the Anderson ball our Clemson Tigers who will be
toter keep going for the sidelines. the definite underdogs.
Alabama over Duquesne—one
Behind perfect blocking Rompin'
iRobert raced the necessary 90 heayy vote for the Crimson Tide.
Clemson's powerful center, Gene Moore, lines his sights on Bill Thompson of the North Carolina,
Mississippi over Vanderbilt —
yards to score.
State Wolfpack as Clint Dyer, (36), comes in to help with the assist. The Tigers scored 6 points on
after
surprise
winner
over
KenBobby Gage's 90 yard run to trip the favored State eleven in their meeting under the floodlights
The visitors racked up 11 first
Saturday night.
downs to 7 for Clemson and out- tucky, Ole Miss looms as a South.
gained on the ground 215 yards eastern power.
Howard over Cornell—a victo 164. However the Tiger's
stubborn goal line defense gave tory over Columbia for Howard
the Bengals the victory in the gives them our nod.
Clemson College's team of 1939 to take on Navy's powerful Mid- powered his' way through the
William and Mary over V. M. I.
contest . The Pack found the gowill never be forgotten in Tiger- dies. Banks McFadden remained middle for the only tally of the
ing too tough after they got in- —shaking the water off the Cloud
town. That eleven, coached by at home with an injured foot, intersectional tilt.
side the 20 yard line of the Tigs. we saw last week.
Dartmouth over Holy Cross-—
Jess Neely won eight out of nine but this didn't stop the Tigers
Season
statistics
found the
Gene Moore played superb degames during the regular season from sinking the sailors, 15-7. Tigers far out in front of their
fensive ball and figured heavily the Indians by a whisker.
Navy over Duke — although
and went to the 1940 Cotton Bowl Maness and Rion scored in this opponents, having amassed 113
in the goal line stand on the
may
gain
their
third
As the second week of the State where they met and defeated the battle, one of the biggest upsets first downs to 80 fer the opposi-»
Clemson 6 inch line.
The big Duke
football season rolled around the mighty Boston Eagles 6-3.
of the year. George Washington tion and gained a total of 2,279
Lake City center, was in on the straight tie.
Furman over Richmond — A race for state honors is beginPresbyterian furnished the first played host to Clemson and suf- yards, holding rivals to 1,533.
majority of the tackles.
Outstanding were the entire Purple Hurricane blows away a ning to show up as a rough one. opposition for the Bengals and fered
a
13-6
setback.
Shad Banks McFadden and Charlie,
First place will be hard to hold were swept aside 18-0. From the Bryant repeatedly ran through Timmons ran a close race for
Tiger line studded with such men nest of spiders.
Ga. Tech over Washington and on by any team. At the present beginning to end, the Neely men the Colonials in a dazzling ex- scoring honors.
as Frank Gillespie, Luke DeanBonnie Banks
hardt, Carrol Gainer, Phil Prince, Lee—Number three for the Yel- time Carolina leafts the race, but outplayed the Hose and emerged hibition of broken field running. tallied 31 points with Timmons
low Jackets.
only because they have played with a well-earned victory. Tu- Homer and Jackson stood out in marking 30 times. These two
and Ray Clanton.
Army over Illinois—An eastern one more state game than have
The lineup:
were also at the top of the list in
lane was the next on the list and the forward wall.
powerhouse over the fighting the Clemson Tigers. The GameN. C. State:
handed Clemson their first and
Southwestern then met the the yards gained department.
cocks have made their two wins only defeat of the season. Joe Clemsonians at Memphis and took Timmons had 556 yards, Shad
Ends — Blomquist Miller, Ro- Illini.
Louisiana State over Texas A. against Newberry and Furman
manowsky, Simon.
Blalock, hard hitting end scored it on the chin 21-6. McFadden's Bryant 508, and McFadden 489.
Tackles — Dostanko, Cegelis, & M.—The Bayou Bengals have while the Tigers humbled P. C. the only touchdown against the passing and Floyd's deceptive
Honors were many coming to <
arrived.
in
their
opener.
Third
in
the
Turbyfill Davis, Costa, Morse,
running
kept
the
Tennessee
boys
the
men who wrote this brilliant
Green
Wave
in
a
close
battle
beMichigan over Purdue — no race is Presbyterian who have
Swart.
one game to their credit and the fore 26,000 thrilled fans at New guessing most of the game. Fur- chapter in sports at Clemson ColGuards — Watts Musser, Joyce. comment.
man's Purple Hurricane could do lege. McFadden was chosen AllOrleans.
North
Carolina
over Wake same amount against them.
Centers — Sounders, Martin.
no.better a week later and were Southern and ail-American. Bla•
Sparked
by
an
alert
and
vicious
Forest—the
Deacs
are
improving
The total points scored column
Backs — —Bowlby, Boseman,
pushed aside 14-3. Fierce play lock made third string all-AmeriFletcher, B. Smith, Kirkmyer, with every game, but are out- is headed bv Clemson who have line, the Country Gentlemen ripamassed a total of 59 points in ped through N. C. State's Wolf- characterized this always im- can and was picked for all-SouthGoodman, O. Smith, McLeod, classed.
N.
C.
State
over
Davidson—By
their two opening games. Hot on pack, 25-6. The 13,000 spectators portant and last fracas of the ern honors along with Timmons.'
Mooney, Thompson.
Clemson also ran away with the
a healthy margin.
the Tigers trail is Carolina who that witnessed the game in Char- regular season.
Clemson:
Thus having a very successful all-state titles, placing no less
Tulane over South Carolina— have crossed the double stripes lotte's Memorial Stadium saw the
Ends—Poulos, Thompson, Dyer,
Ga. Tech found the Wave tough, j enough times to raise their total Tiger's roar as Timmons and season, the Bengals received and than six men on the Palmetto
Hudson..
The only team Trexler enjoyed a lield day with accepted an invitation to meet aggregation.
Tackles — Prince, Salisbury, and the Birds will find them to 53 points.
tougher.
The line-up:
anywhere near these two leaders Sharp and Black shining up front. Boston College in the Cotton
Deanbury, Deanhardt, Gainer.
Tennessee over Chattanooga— is Erskine who have totaled 20 "Big Thursday" found the' purple Bowl. McFadden, playing his
LE Jackson, Blalock
Guards—Clanton, F. Gillespie.
Neyland's charges go to town.
points so far this season. So far and ■ orange clad boys in Colum- last game and Charlie Timmons
Lt Hall, Fritz
Centers—Moore, Rushton.
Texas over Oklahoma—A close this season neither of the leaders bia squaring off against the South were outstanding in the victory.
Lg Moorer
Backs—Martin, Gage, Mathews,
for state honors have been scored Carolina Gamecocks before a ca- The whole line was magnificent
c Sharp
Cone, Calvert, Cox, Hendley, game and a good game.
Penn State over Syracuse—■ on.
c
Rg Cox, Tisdale
Willis, Reynolds, Coursey, Clanpacity crowd of 21,000.
When and deserved a large part of the
And there they were, surrounded
The all-games standing of the the cadets left the state capitol, credit for bringing home the baRt Hamer, Dietz
ton, Williams.
by Quakers.
South Carolina tearns at the end they had blasted out a 27-0 vic- con. A roaring throng of 20,000
Score by periods:
Re Black, McLendon
of last, week's play was headed tory, leaving the hopeless Birds excited fans were kept jumping
N. C. State .... .... 0 0 0 0—0
Q Payne, Maness
by Clemson and South Carolina. with nothing to crow about.
Clemson ... .... .... 6 0 0 0—6
Hb McFadden, McLeven
up and down as the two sturdy
Third in the all-game ,r race is
>
Statistics of the Clemson-North
Hb Bryant, Rion
It was a determined band of squads see-sawed up and down
Erskine who has won two games men that journeyed to Annapolis the gridiron.
Carolina State game:
Charlie Timmons
Fb Timmon, Tisdale
and lost one so far this' season.
Clemson N. C.
Tied for fourth place in the stand11
.. 7
First downs ....
program will end when the cham- hours
the
equipment room is
ing are Furman and Presbyterian
215
Net yds. rushing .... 164
pion is decided.
open.
with
an
even
tally
on
each
side
37
Net yds. passing .. 15
The touch-football program got
Mr. Cooper has asked that
of the won-lost column.
12
Fwds. attempted
.. 6
The State games only:
Ray Clanton known to most of
4
underway last Wednesday with students not check out equipFwds. completed .... .. 2
W
L PF PA
2 us as "Baby Ray" is one of the Team
three fields lined off for use in ment and keep it out over one
. 2
Fwds. intercepted
0
day. A few students have al0
53
._ .. _ 2
. 4
4 varsity linemen expected to see So. Car
Number of punts
At a meeting Monday night the regular scheduled games. If one
. 1
0
0
53
ready checked out equipment
of the fields is not being used
44 plenty of action this season. His Clemson
X-avg. dist. of pun- 44
53 Intramural Council decided to for a regular game any team and apparently lost it. He has
.. 1
1
7
. 1
0 name however, does not apply to P. C
Fumbles .... ...
7 extend the volleyball play until may practice on it. A new supply
1
0
all of the equipment marked
.. . 0
0 his size since he stands six feet Furman
Ball lost on fumbles ... 1
7 a champion could be decided. of footballs has been put in the
1
0
and if any is found lying
one and weighs 195 lbs., making Citadel .... .._ _ . 0
Number of penalties _ 3
1
0
46 This champion team will be de- intramural equipment room and
around the campus he will
11 him one of the largest men on Newberry .... _. 0
Yds penalized .... ___. 16
cided by a tournament which be- one may be checked out by any
trace it to the person who origAll-Games
the varsity eleven.
X-From line of scrimmage.
w L PF PA gan on Tuesday and will run un- student at any time during the inally checked it out.
>
Ray hails from Darlington, S. Team
0 til about the following Thursday.
0
59
C, where he was a three year Clemson _.. ._ 2
0 The Council first planned on end- -i
2
0
53
letterman.
He held down the* So. Car.
:
■
21 ing the volleyball play ,at the be2
1
20
first string position as gunrd for Erskine
14 ginning of the touch-football pro1
10
1
the All-State Shrine Bowl team Furman
Students at Clemson Look
53 gram, but so many teams were
1
7
1
in '44 and helped them to win by P. C
6 interested in volleyball that they
6
0
a score of 6-0 over the N. C. Wofford (T-2) 0
7 decided to-run both schedules at
1
Citadel ..... .... — 0
team.
P
The volleyball
91 the same time.
3
6
This season will make the fourth Newberry .... .... 0
letter for Ray, having received
one in '45, '46, '47. He has been
Upsets and ties teamed together to defeat all the entries, a member of the Block C Club
since '45.
in Chesterfields' cigarette guessClanton's ability is not limited
ing contest.
Again over five
hundred men turned in their to the pigskin game alone. The
(Eyesight Specialist)
Frank Dillard, Mgr.
ballots but due to Mississippi powerful gridiron artist sparked
his company quintet to the R. O.
State and Baylor fighting to a
T. C. intramural basketball crown..
Eyes Examined — Glasses Fitted — Visual Trainingtie and Oregon State and Washington doing likewise many of In addition to this activity Clanton held down the initial sack on
the potential armchair quarterFrames and Lenses Duplicated and Repaired.
Company B's R. O. T. C. softball
backs did not make the team.
championship nine.
The Navy-Cornell outcome disUpon graduation, Ray hopes to
posed of many ballots also.
PHONE 2448
126 1-2 N. MAIN ST.
secure a job coaching at some
Use the ballot in Trailing
ANDERSON, S. C
high school. He is a junior this
the Tiger and try your luck
again. Maybe you will win the year and is.an arts and sciences
major.
Chesterfields after all.

Hanging Out On The
imb With
gskin Predi

Lest We Forget

STATE SCORING
LEADERS

(lanfon's Tag Of
by Ray' Could

We!! Under Way

No
In Chesferfie

Better Preparation For Pep-Meetings
The pep meeting before the Presbyterian game was of
the top-notch variety, but the one prior to the State game did
not go over quite as well. No lights were had in the outdoor
theatre and there was no public address system, both of
which are vital io a successful meeting. However, Chalker
did quite a complimentary job with the equipment at hand.
We believe that before every game whether it be at home or
away, an organized meeting of monstrous size should he blank if you think the two teams will battle to a tie.
held with the football players being introduced and the
Here are the games for this week. Cross out the loser.
coaches speaking to the students. This does lots to insure ARKANSAS . -'
>-BAYLOR
the backing of all the students and adds lots to pigskin spirit. AUBURN
FLORIDA
CALIFORNIA
—. WISCONSIN
Pick the Games
DENVER
1
COLORADO
A & M
Response to the Chesterfield Cigarette guessing game
GEORGIA.
-"
..KENTUCKY
have been very encouraging. For the second week over five
'
TEXAS CHRISTIAN
hundred entries have been turned in and corrected. Let us INDIANA
COLUMBIA
repeat that please turn in only one entry because if more YALE
*
WEST VIRGINIA
than one is turned in for each man. they will not be cheeked PITTSBURGH
NORTH TEXAS STATE
but will .he thrown in the waste can. Roger! In case of NEVADA
_
IOWA
ties that occur from week to week, indicate on the entry OHIO STATE

SHARP WITH CLOTHES
LAUNDERED AT

DR. ARTHUR H. SPITZ, O. D.

CADET LAUNDRY

STONE BROTHERS
Civilian and Military Clothes

PARKER FURNITURE' EXCHANGE
HOME OF THE SWAP SHOP
Call us to sell your merchandise
Come to see us to buy
Most anything salable

Complete Outfitters to Men, Young
Men and Students
108. N. MAIN STREET

Phone 1414

Ralph D. Parker, Owner
ANDERSON, S. C.

GREENVILLE, S. C.
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Bengels Tackle Maroons a
WOLFPACK'S BALL CARR5ER SS SPILLED
BY DYER

Names Of Lair Officers Are Disclosed

l\

According to Arthur Banks,
secretary of IPOAY, membership
has increased to approximately
550 and with the forming ,of lairs
on September 21, membership is
expected to increase rapidly.
Students desiring to join IPOAY
should pay their dollars to the
vice presidents of their respective
lairs. The vice presidents
will
j then turn the money and names in
, to the secretary of the 'Regional
Council, Arthur Banks, in room
1-225. The stickers and membership cards will be issued immediately.
1
The lairs officers are as follows:
Co. A—President, Carol G. Allen; Vice President, William T.
Andrews; Secretary, R. B. Aldrick, Jr.
Co. B—President, Jackie W.
Calvert; Vice President, Emanuel
L. Taylor; Secretary, Jack L.
Mooneyhan.
Co. C—President, Russell C.
Ashmore; Vice Pre:/'dent, John W.
Miller; Secretary, Rickard L. Collins.
Co. D—President, Phelps
H.
Bultman; Vice President, Berlyn
K. Sutton; Secretary, Henning F.
Adickes, Jr.
Co. E—President, Lorick S.
Swygert; Vice President, James
E. Millsap. Jr.; Secretary, Jean
Andre Roux.
* ?
Co.
F—President,
Guy N.
Thompson; Vice President, G. Nolan Gardner; Secretary, William
T. Derieux.
Co. G—President, Robin A. Ju-

lian; Vice President, John W. Calvert, Jr.; Secretary,
Jones
E.
Smith.
Co. H—President,
Frank
H.
Simpson, Jr.; Vice President, Virgil B. Simpson; Secretary, H. Eugene McLeod.
Co. I—President, Frank A. McClure; Vice President, John S.
Jenkins, Jr.; Secretary, Dickson
L. Craig.
Co. K—President, Marion
R.
Waltz; Vice President, Robert W.
Mason; Secretary, Ansel L. Wood.
Co. L—President,
Harris
B.
Craig; Vice President, Warren R.
Brenner; Secretary, Victor I. Lubash.
Co. M—President, Curtis T.
Wilson; Vice President, Walter M.
Keene, Jr.; Secretary, William B.
Patterson.
Band Co.—President, Thomas
A. Hill; Vice President, Francis
W. Barton; Secretary, William L.
Welch.
So far three IPOAY lairs have
been organized among the barracks. They are:
Second Barracks — President,
Robert H. White, room 2-307:
Vice President,- Eddie L. Ervin,
room 2-103; Secretary, Paul A.
Vander Schans, room 2-301.
Tenth Barracks — President,
George F. Norris, room 1032; Vice
President, Johnston L. Crapse,
room 1046; Secretary, Roy E.
McLin, room 1011.
Seventh Barracks — President,
Roderick S. Brisendine, room
6-124; Vice President,
H.
W.
Reid,
room
7-101;
Secretary,
James O. Gaines, room 7-328.

*
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By JIM RICE

That is the only exclamation I can muster from my repertoire for the 1948 edition of Clemson's mighty 'Tigers."
I have never witnessed such a thrill-packed football game in
all my life. I would like to emphasize greatly the importance which coordination played in this encounter against
such a worthy and power-laden "Wolfpack" team. It can
he summed up in one short sentence. The "Tigs" were a
machine, the coordination of which was near perfect. Of
course, there were times when "our" team looked a little
ragged, hut I don't believe fans have ever witnessed such a
hard-fought battle in Memorial Stadium thus far.
SOLID ROCK!!!!
Although the Tarheels threatened dangerously to score
in the fourth period of the game, when they reached the one
foot line, I imagine they were quite dismayed and disappointed when they ran into a solid rock wail, namely the
whole of the 'Tiger" team. An "inspired" Clemson football
team knuckled down and fought "tooth and nail" for that
ball, and finally pulled themselves out of a situation which
iooked like it might end in a lie or possibly a loss. Our hats
are off to the entire team for such a brand of football as those
"Terrible Tigs" played Saturday night.
CHANGE OF SCENE
While the nation is still recovering from the many major upsets of the past week-end, let us change the scene a
Jittle to the world of baseball and the coming World's Series.
On Monday afternoon October 4, the Cleveland "Indians" put the skids to the Boston "Bed Sox" in a triumphant, ree-scoring contest which ended the American League
pennant race. It also was a blow to many Bostonians hopspects and will always be rememJACK CRIBB
ing
to see an "All Boston" series.
bered by his schoolmates.
Infantile Paralysis shows no
Phil Keesler, senior tackle, has
In the past, the World Series has always attracted atfavorites.
This deadly disease a light attack as does Larry Bautention
and this year should prove no exception to the rule.
spreads all over the United States man, another senior from Chatand now, it has made its stop at tanooga. Young Bauman was al- "ONE BIG MASSACRE"
Baylor School for Boys in Chat- so Cadet Colonel at the school by
When the Cleveland "Indians" and the Boston "Braves"
tanooga.
Six members of the the Tennessee River.
Tennessee Prep School football
Jack Wright, hailing from Ala- clash, it should be the "one big massacre."
team were stricken, blotting out bama is still paralyzed from the
This being the Boston "Braves'" first National League
their pigskin season after only waist down. An end, Wright was Pennant since 191(5, and also Cleveland's first American
one game.
performing for the last time for
Tom Smoot, senior and captain Baylor, where such greats as Joe League Pennant since 1920, this series should prove-one of
of the team, died last week from Steffy, Bill Healy, and Eddie the most exciting baseball fans have witnessed in many a
polio and spinal meningitis. The Prokop have cavorted.
year. It could easily go the seven game limit, for both
The only junior taken with
17 year old Smoot was one of the
brightest prospects ever to come Polio is Hugh Champan from teams are well supplied with hitting and pitching talent.
Chapman was a Both teams are going to be in there trying almost "literally"
from his home town of Knox- Spartanburg.
ville, Tennessee. Playing' at his stellar performer at the flanking to scalp .each other, and as both of them are very strong in
guard position, he made all Mid- position and had been counted on
South and the Chattanooga Ail- to see much service. The South their pitching staffs, the entire series could turn into a group
Cleveland's headliners-in this department
City elevens. A Cadet Major, he Carolina youth was doing well at of pitching duels.
"was outstanding in many re- last reports.
are Bob Feller and Gene Bearden, who did such a marvelous
job with his knuckle ball to defeat the "Bed Sox" in Monday's playoff. Heading Boston's staff of hurlers are War— Visit —
ren Jpahn and Johnny Sain, both' of them having very impressive pitching records for the 1948 season.
THE ANDERSON HARDWARE CO.
On the other hand, both teams have quite a few power
hitters
who have proved their worth all through the past
Anderson, S. C.
season. The "Braves" have a powerhouse of hitters in the
mighty Earl Torgeson, Clint Conaster, and Alton Dark, but
Cleveland isn't lacking in this department either.
They are headed by playing manager Lou Boudreau,' Joe
Gordon, and Ken Keltner who have all been slugging that
Clemson Students Always Welcome
'ole apple around the American League circuits.
BOUDREAU OUTSTANDING
In Monday's play off game for the American League nennant, playing manager Lou Boudreau, shortstop of the Cleveland "Indians", had a perfect day, slamming out two homers,
two singles, and an intentional walk; he proved himself more
Anderson, S. C.
than capable of merely a managership. The game was
a wholesale slaughter with Boston's "Bed Sox" coming out
on the short end of 8 to 3 score.
There is some talk among sportswriters as to Boudreau
,._*
being voted the most valuable player in the American League.
He has had a terrific season at shortstop and also at managRadiator Cleaning
ing the "Indians", and would be deserving of such an honor.
Motor Reconditioning
Lou followed closely on the heels of Ted Williams in theAmerican League batting race all through the '48 season.
SOUTHWORTH NO SLAUCH
Opposing Lou Boudreau in the "mapping out" division
of the World's Series will be the "cagey" Billy Southworth
Who twice took the St. Louis Cardinals to the World Series;
therefore Boudreau can expect plenty of competition from
such a worthy opponent in the coming conflicts. Southworth has managed the "Braves" through a most successful season and he will be in there to win ball games and
nothing else.
FINALE!!!!!!
I know baseball fans are following the series today
closely and with such rosters of stars are sure to see many
thrilling moments in this 1948 World's Series. Here's luck
to both teams, and may the best one win.

Baylor Team Broken By Polio; Six Are
Captain Dies

MAYFAIR GRILL

i
j

SCIENTIFIC MOTOR TUNE-UP—BRAKE SERVICE

I

SCIENTIFIC WHEEL ALIGNMENT—ANTIFREEZE

1

] Lee Palmer £? Sons
I

SENECA

I

Complete Auto Service — 24 Hour Wrecker Service

!

SOUTH CAROLINA

Clemson contribution to South
■ all-state baseball team
is again in fr
i ■ ■ light
here at Tigertov.n. He is Gene
Moor
• "•: ( enter of
; r
iuni
earned four 1

':

Clint Dyer tackles Bill Thompson (63) of N. C State as Bob Hudson (75), 200 lb. end moves hi fast to assist. Big Chick Gainer
looms in front of the red-shirted ball carrier and helped to down
the pigskin toter which ended in a victory for the Bengals.

News Of The Clemson Alumni Club!
Anderson Q-Back Club Meets
On Monday night, October 4,
the Anderson IPTAY Quarterback Club met and saw moving
pictures of the Presbyterian game.
About sixty members were 'present for the reels of the Tigers in
action. Another meeting will be
this coming Monday night for the
pictures of the Clemson team in
action against the N. C. Wolfpack.
Greenville Club Sees Reels
On Tuesday nigiit following the
showing of the pictures to the
Anderson Quarterback Club the
same reels were sVjown to a rneel
ing of the GregkyHle IPTAY
qiub.
Abbeville Club Sends '49 Dues
The Quarterback Club of Abbeville *has already sent in a large
number of its members' 1949
dues.
It is the policy of this
club to get its dues in before
January of 1949.
Buffet Supper iri Columbia
The night before the CarolinaClemson game an alumni and
IPTAY meeting will be held in
th£ ball room of the Wade Hampton Hotel jn Columbia. A buffet
supper will be held for those, at-

Biii Cobb, Former
Tiger Star, Elected
To Tiger Brotherhood
Bill Cobb, star catcher of the
46 baseball team, was tapped
for Tiger Brotherhood at a
special meeting held Wednesday night Sept. 29.
Cobb president of Block C,
has been very active in several
organizations and is considered
by his associates as one of the
hardest workers at Clemson.
tending the meeting, and the
gathering .will b;; over in p
of time for the Carolinr.-C:
Freshman game on Wednesday
night.
Piedmont Chapter Meets
The Piedmont C h a p t a r of
IPTAY will hold a meeting at
Greensboro on Oct<
This
chapter includes the
Burlington,
High
P.o
/inston
Salem,
and
Greensboro.
Bill
is the club's President.

eleven.
.'ready

Coach Frank Howard will take
in'g Tiger? on an ariel jaunt
Mississippi to meet
t's Mississippi State
i encounter be- elevens. This contest
battle between two of
iding single wings, in
the s;.!it;i. Mississippi Stale has
at Shorty McWilliams
. . ihe wing to
backfield.
Clemson's backfield headed by
arididate, Robert
■ i ■ i.;.; i prove to their
host
irris reports on
their
are not rumors.
will furnish
b 1 nee of Clemson's scoring

line outweights
the Tigers
f<;i
wall
198
one inch, 190 ]
■ to 194 ! 2 pounds while
ics with a .liking
average the
it any sport. His
iritis.
However
seb'all. On the 1947
the
visitors
go
into
the
game a
I ■ C
■. Mississippi
fourth team
■iief. That was the year
North Caro' Clemson boast
le ehai
lina. Georgia Tech, and Mississippi
team of the Southeastern
10 the year that
To date the Maroons have deloore
! na led to the all;
the Tennessee Vols and
j state team.
settled with a 7-7 tie with the
In football, the versatile center
Baylor Bears while the bouncing
his first letter last y<
Bengals were racking up a 53-0
a sophomore. This year, .he has
>ver Presbyterian and downfought his way up to first string
ing the N. C. State Wolves with
and has been playing some very
a 6-0 tally:
fine ball so far this season. When
Kick-off time will be 2:30 CST.
the> Bengals meet the powerful
Probable lineups at gametime:
Mississippi State team' this SatClemson
Position
Miss. State
urday night, Gene is very likely
Thompson
RE
Alexander
to be in there helping to slop the
Giilespie
RG
Johnson
Maroons' speedy back, Shorty
lury
RT
Herring
McWilliams. a {'firmer Army star.
C
Ray
Gene was very active in
o (co- cap) LT
Champion
school sports. On the diamond,
Clanion
LG Patterson C
he played his favorite position of 1 'ou^os
. LE
Tait
:
catcher and lettered four
n (co -cp.) QB
Smith
On the gridiron, an unfortunate
Malhews
RH
Davis
jury kept him from pi;
J.!l
Gaga McWilliams
every year. However, he did play Cone
FB
Bailey
■ ear, as captain of the team.
He is now in the process of i
ing his second block "C" in that
\ ii iie sport.
REFRIGERATION AND
A major iri Vocational
ELECTRIC CO.
cultural Education, Gene hopes
Electric Supplies — Radio Sales
some day to become an athletic
and Service
coach. He also will try his hand
Frigidaire Appliances
at professional baseball if any ofL'
Clemson
Seneca
fers come, his way. Incidentally
he has had some eperience in this
line as a semi-professional Lake
City Truckers of the Palmetto
HOT DOGS — HAMBURGERS
League.
Open Until 1:00 A. M.
When baseball -season
again
rolls around, Gene can be coi
on to. turn in some more stellarperformances in his favorite sport.
Opposite Post Office
Just make it a point to be around
along about then.

niinmniiiiiujiiii m iiiin.nniiiiiUDiii

SORRELLS

I

HIIII

avinrj g«nama»i innrnnr-t-irri !nni mt aj-n

P. S. MeGollum, Owner
At

40 YEARS IN BUSINESS WI" fH CLEMSON STUDENTS

CANDIES
S-

AND STUDENT SUPPLIES

On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place
COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND
COOKIES

A. W. COX
Easley, South Carolina

TIGER'S DEN

FOUNTAIN SERVING BORDEN'S
ICE CREAM
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Textile Students Make Trips To Various Mills, Show

By BOB RICE
♦
—
—
As a result of an arrangement
made by Dr. Hugh M. Brown the
textile seniors and ju.'iors who
YOUR BIRTHSTONE
had afternoon classes last WedAND ITS MEANING
nesday were taken to Spartanburg for a visit through the SparOCTOBER-OPAL OR TOURMALINE'
tan Mills. The classes left Clemson by automobiles immediately
ROMANS CALLED THESPLENafter chow Wednesday and arD/D,
FLASHING OPAL "CHILD
rived in Spartanburg about 2:30
BEAUTIFUL AS LOVE."
p. m. At the Spartan plant they
were met by committees who
THEY CONSIDERED IT AN '
guided them on a tour through
AMULETAGAINST ILLNESS.
the plant.
The visit through the plant
had been well planned and was
/AARX ANTONY (83-30S.C.)
conducted smoothly, even though
PROSCRIBED ROMAN SENATOR
the plant was in full operation
NONIUS, TO OBTAIN HIS GLOt
and there were hundreds of guests
to be shown through. The guests
RtOUSOPAL,"LARGEASA '
were shown the new office secHAZEL NUT/ "BUT NONIUS
tion within the plant first and
ESCAPED-WITH HIS GEM,
then were served refreshments
of Cola-Cola and cookies—that's
"m"r "'
•-•».>•?[—
where Frank Ix met with blondeTHE OCTOBER-BORN INCLUDE CELEBRATED LAWYERS,
failure, at the 20okie jar.
JUDGES, ACTORS, DANCERS, ARTCONNOISSEURS,
Later the group proceeded tc
Vll^" INTERIOR DECORATORS
visit the entire plant. The Syartar
Mills is a very modern textik
v \<Lz?wo yOL,NG MAINE MEN DISCOVplant and the trip there proved tc
s
'ff'EREDA FORTUNE IN BEAUTIFUL,
be interesting as well as educational.
^\MULT/-COLORED TOURMALINES
On Thursday afternoon, Sept
^*0i(/S2Oj,SOONSCATTEREDBY "
30, Professor Arthur E. McKenns
NEIGHBORS IGNORANT OF
Head of the Weaving and Design
ing Department, carried a groir
to visit the Slater Rayon Weavin
Mills at Slater, South Carolina.
Saturday morning there wen
BOTH THE GLORIOUS OPAL v
numerous visitors to the Textil
AND THE LOVELY
Building from among those whr
TOURMALINE SIGN/FYf j^ r\
had come to Clemson for thf
dance and football game. Thesr
HOPE AND PURITy.^&W
visitors were shown about anc
made welcome by members of th<
faculty and student body.
-CopyJuqht1948 Qtc '^J
Dr. Hugh M. Brown, Dean 01
the School of Textiles, has returned with a favorable repor;
from attending the N a t i o n a '
Council of Textile School Dean;
held October 1, 2, and 3, at Asheville. North Carolina.
Mr. John T. Wigington, Director of the Southern Cotton TexThe Brigadeers O r c h e s t.r a by J. O. Lewis and Willie Ford.
tile Institute at Clemson, will conduct an exhibit of textile testing 'Commanders of Southern MuThe sax section is composed o'
methods and machines at the sic," have again begun their activ- Tommy McGraw on lead alto
ities
for
the
year.
Southern Textile Exposition
Leader Bobby Mace announced Dick Lieby, Badger Gasque, aiv
Greenville this week. Assisting
Mr. Wigingion will be Miss Heler "uestfey night that the band is 'immy Suddeth. The band i
Beasley. Fiber Technician foetting underway with a dance ilsb featuring Leon Williams, ;
the Institute Division and Mis: it Coker College October 1G. lew addition, on tenor sax.
Helen Evans. Assistant Techniciar
Jimmy Shields, another nev
\Iace said, "This is just the befor the institute.
sddition to the band, is featureDean Brown has arranged for inning of a great season."
The band is operating under the on drums while Bob Timmoiv
the textile students to visit the
rme
officers as last year. There strums the bass. Leader Bobb?
Fifteenth Southern Textile Exlave
been
a few additions to the Mace holds down the piano stool
position to be held at Greenville
The orchestra has already be r
on October 4 to October 9. Com- 'and, Mace stated, and "these
plimentary tickets have bee; leh have stepped right into the <*un booking for its annuo
Christmas tour. Mace said, "tru
sent to the Dean's Office for those hoes of their predecessors."
way
things are looking now, the
The
tl-ur/.'pet
section
this
year
wishing to attend. The textile
students will go to the Exxposition aatures Bert Ullnick on lead two holiday weeks will soon be
by classes: Tuesday, seniors; Wed- ( umpet, with John Easterling filled up."
nd E. E. Jones backing him up.
Anyone wishing to sign up the
nesday, Juniors; Thursday, sophFilling out the brass section Brigadeers should contact R. B.
omores and Friday, freshmen.
ire the two trombones handled 3asque, Box 732, Clemson, S. C.
NOTICE
The Junior Class will hsve a
meeting at six-forty-five Monday evening in the College
COCHRAN JEWELERS
Chapel to hear the reports of
the committees formed at the
WATCHES — DIAMONDS
last meeting and to discuss plans
for a Christmas play.
SILVER — CLOCKS

Roots of Culture

Brigadiers Orchestra Signs To Play
Opener At Coker College October 16

"Y" Freshmen
Elect Bowman
Tony Bowman, from Sumter
S. C, was appointed acting chair
man of the freshman "Y" Council
at the meeting on Sept. 30.
He was president of the Hi-"/
in high school his junior and
senior years and business manager of the high school paper and
annual. He was also a membei
of the Canterbury Club and Ihr
Itaja Club, a social club.
During his last year at hig'
school. Bowman was chosen te
represent Sumter High at the annual Hi-Y Convention in Iowa
He will act as chairman of th«
freshmen council until the council becomes better organized anc"
officers are elected.

•*-

Just How Much Is $250,000,000,000?

When Dr. G. H. Aull, head of Shoes. Yes, she is the type of
the Clemson Department of Ag- | woman that loves, to buy new
riculture Economics and Rural shoes. But what women isn't
Sociology, started His course in j that type?
"Basing my figures on an avPublic Finance, at the beginning
of the session, he asked his stu- | erage of $15 per pair, the shoes
dents to give him their impres- | she could buy would total 16,sions of the enormity of the Am- j 666,666,667 pairs. If placed toe to
['/heel these shoes, each one nine
erican national debt.
From the many interesting re- pinches long, would go nineteen
plies he selected two that ap- times around the earth with
proached the matter from differ- enough left over to reach from
ent directions, but each indi- Myrtle Beach, S .C, to San Ancating unusual trends of thought. tonia, Texas.
"Using these shoes for wearing
The names of the students wefe'
not divulged.
purposes we would have enough
The question asked by Dr. Aull to furnish every citizen of the
was "How much is $250,000,000,- Continent of North America with
000?"
97 pair, two pair for every citizen
The text of the first selected of Rumania, and one pair for each
reply follows:
citizen of the Bahama Islands,
"The sum shown above is Marshall Islands, and St. Helena.
much more than I expect to see These figures are based on the
in my lifetime, but if my wife had 1940 census."
access to it I can well imagine
The second student took a more
what she would buy with it. broader view of the two hundred

M«]i¥l81

• r „f ti^o pept'Tnpn in
rnubert," came a voice from within.
.rmlbert was making odd sounds
and looking disinterested, so
I
shoved him aside and ambled inside.
"I'm here about a Maltese
Scarab ..." I started, but a big
fist came out of nowhere, parted
my eyebrows, and the lights
went out.
(Follow further adventures of
Tom Donegan, all-American boy,
in next week's Tiger).

CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE—One Whizzer motor
bike on heavy duty Scaunt
frame. Price $135.00. Ken Bearer,
Box 537, call 6911, Clemson, So.
Carolina.

Clemsan, S. C.
FRIDAY, OCT. 8

'One Million B. C

Anderson's Only Exclusive Sporting
goods store

Carole Landis, Victor Mature

Just Above State Theater

Gutter's Gold1

SATURDAY, OCT. 9
Edward Arnold

MON-TUES, OCT. 11-12

'The Time Of Your
Life'

ANDERSON, S. C.

James Cagrney, Williim Bendix

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 13

SPORTING GOODS

—

'Assigned to
Danger'

HOUSEWARE

Gene Raymond

SULUVAN HARDWARE GO.

TIIURS.-FRI., OCT. 14-15

Anderson, S. C.

'Canon City'

"Between takes of my new
picture, THE LUCK OF THE IRISH,
I enjoyed many CHESTERFIELDS.
They're MILDER...
It's MY cigarette/1

7^7^

COCHRAN JEWELRY CO.
Anderson

m

STARRING IN

THE LUCK OF THE IRISH
A 20TH CENTURY-FOX PRODUCTION"

MADE TO MEASURE CLOTHES
Pick ycur fabric and name your style and we'll
''■'■■■-

■■■

■

Attend to the FIT

RICHARDSON TAILORING CO.
Anderson, S. C.

ABC G,RL of oh,

U
&**
¥"***°
/
H
.., Lke CketterfieUls »%"*"
'

A Theatre

(Continued from Page 5)

lite.

Crossword Answer

bILLARD-GETTYS SPORTING GOODS

GALLANT-BELK'S

The Maltese Scarab
house, and sniffed contemptuously.)
I'm sensitive about name-calling, so I kicked this guy in the
stomach and he became rr^re "■>"-

if one had this amount, could he*
buy himself into heaven? Could
he convince God to sell him eternal life? I'm afraid this sum isn't
too much more than a large row
of figures that makes us marvel
that there are such figures in existence.
"If you can't buy eternal life
in heaven, the stars or the sky, or
the clouds or the rain or the sun
or the rainbow, etc., just how
much is $250,000,000,000,000?
It
must be a mighty small amount
compared to the most important
things in life. So, in conclusion,
I say again, what would one profit
to hold such an amount, without
guidance from our Supreme
Power above?"

SHOP AND <SAVE AT ... .

Serving the People For 58 Years

107 E. Whilner Street

fifty billion dollars, and wrote:
"Just how much is two -hundred and fifty billion dollars?
Who can really express this
amount in goods which will seem
tangible to any human being?
"On the other hand, what
would one profit if he had this
amount on earth? Could you buy
yourself another life? Could you
manufacture such things as the
stars, the moon, or the sun—these
things that provide us with such
beauty and hold such useful
places in our universe?
These
can't be replaced by any person
on earth, so two-hundred and fifty billion dollars couldn't be much
since it can't buy the most important things in life. So, again

'MILD from one end to the otner.

Schedule of pictures on the Clemson campus—21c admission plus 4c tax.
OM C_9_.WATJ,S OF JKIUCHO, Linda Darnell, Cornel Wilde.
This is said to be an unusually fine picture and one of the more
recent releases of 20th Century Fox.

MORE

Oct. 8—Filial showing of MOM AND DAD at advanced admission.

than any

Saturday morning, Oct. 9—LITTLE MEN, a Louisa Alcott
stcry.

Other Cigarette.:. BY LATEST NAT,0NAL^

Oct. 11-12, ninrht of 13—RACHEL AND THE STRANGER, Loretta Young, William Holden.
Oct. 11—GUNG HO.
Oct. 12, afternoon of 13—UNCONQUERED, Pauline Goddard,
Gary Cooper.

mm& THE m
Copyli
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mm

^rrs
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Co

TER, Tom Neal, Virginia Sale—THUNDERBOLT, Preston
Foster, Mary Stewart.

Oct. 14—1 WALK ALONE, Lizabeth Scott, Burt Lancaster.
Coming—KING OF KINGS, LADY IN A JAM, FOR THE
LOVE OF MARY, A DATE WITH JUDY. LADY IN ERMINE,
<-«r.n SAM. BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES, WALK A
CROOKED MILE, ISN'T IT ROMANTIC.

(<M

•?*s r°s.
'*c

Oct. 9—A double feature—THE CASE OF THE BABY SIT-

Oct. 13-14, night of 15—VELVET TOUCH, Rosalind Russell.

f
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